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adat				
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ambuh 			
secondary sand, left over after gold is extracted from river sand
arisan yasinan			
a social group for Muslim women in a village
awan pailangek 		
literally ‘hand print’: proof of investment in land that forms a claim to that land
bagawi batang 		
working as a labourer for a timber company
bahu rambung 		fallow lands with second-growth vegetation (secondary forest is emerging)
bahu				secondary forest
banjor or bubu 		
fishing equipment
bansaw 			small sawmills along the river
baruh 			ponds formed in the hollow left when a large tree is uprooted
batangtepian			
riverbank fishing pole
beje
			manmade fishpond in a swamp area
bersawah			
‘rice planting’; the term covers all food crop farming
betang 			
traditional type of house
bubu 			
fish trap
bukit galeget			
deep peat
ces				
commonly used boats, 6 m long
cok				toll levied on people using a tatas
dahanen			
shallow peat; arable only using special techniques
danau 			lake
danum 				
body of water (generic term)
demang			
indigenous leader
depa 			
unit of measurement; a ces (boat) is 4 depa or 6 m long
desa				
village (administrative unit)
dundang			
a kind of snare that uses a spear
dusun 			
hamlet (administrative unit)
eka malam manan satiar
customary land where local people have rights to hunt animals, convert the
				
forest to farmland and collect non-timber forest products
galangan			
timber market
gebang 			
sack (for charcoal)
gemor Alseodaphne umbeliflora the bark of which is used as raw material to make mosquito repellent or
				
mosquito coils
gotong royong 		mutual cooperation (e.g. among members of a handil)
hak-hak adat 		
customary rights
hak ulayat			
communal right
hak ulayat adat kampong
village customary communal right (in Ilon 1987)
hanjenan			
second cousin
handep hapakat		
an association or cooperative that manages a handil
handil			
a) a manmade navigable canal connecting a river to farmland; b) fields
				
around the canal under collective management; c) the system of collective
				
management of the fields and canals
hararuek		
third cousin
himba 				
primary forest
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hinting pali			 a ritual object located in a forbidden or disputed area
hukum adat
		
customary law
jalan berbayar
passage pricing
janah 			
low-lying peatland that is often under water
jarat 			
snare for trapping animals
jitato 			
first cousin
jukung 			
small boat
kaleka 			an ancient adat community settlement that was abandoned and reverted
				
to secondary forest
kanal 			
canals built as part of the Ex-Mega Rice Project
karbon 			
carbon
kebun gita			
smallholder rubber plantations
kebun				smallholder plantation (literally ‘garden’)
kedamangan 		an adat institution whose jurisdiction is congruent with local government
				
administrative units; it is defined in Central Kalimantan Provincial
				
Regulation No. 16/2008
kelotok 			
big boat
kelotok penyayuran 		
vegetable trader’s boat
kerja kayu			 logging (literally ‘wood work’)
kerja mas			 gold dredging (literally ‘gold work’)
korban 			
victim
lanting 			
raft (for gold dredging business or floating house)
laseh 			
a wooden frame covered with leaves (used with a pluang trap)
lewu 			
village or settlement
lutu
			
pond
luwau 			
shallow swamp, commonly found in alluvial soil areas and overgrown with
				
grass and shrubs
madup 			
daytime hunting (activity)
mahangkang			
collecting hangkang sap (activity)
mahimbak			
clearing the forest (activity)
mamantat
		rubber tapping (activity)
mamantung 			
collecting pantung sap (activity)
mambawau
		
weeding (activity)
mandirik			
clearing the bush fallow (activity)
mangetam			
harvesting (activity)
manoreh			
rubber tapping (activity)
mantir 			
member of a customary council
manugal			
planting seedlings (activity)
manusul			
burning (activity)
matiau 			
collecting katiau resin (activity)
mengan 			
night-time hunting (activity)
mesin dompeng
pump (for gold dredging)
musyawarah 			
village deliberation process
ngabun 			loan
ngeruhi 			
method of fishing in baruh in which the water is stirred to become murky,
				
which makes the fish dizzy
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padang 			field in a handil
padang kayuan
area of natural forest that has not been cleared (literally ‘clusters of trees’)
pahewan			
an area of forest that local people believe is the place of the spirits and
				
hence is sacred and should be protected
palaku 			dowry
pambakal 			
village chief
palawija			
secondary crops
petak bahu			 former swidden that has been reverted to (agro)forest
petak galeget			
peatland (land that is not suitable for agriculture)
petak gantung 		low-lying land with alluvial (mineral) soil
petak pamatang		
low-lying land with alluvial (mineral) soil
petak sahep 			
peatland (land that is not suitable for agriculture)
petak 			
land (generic term)
plurai 			
natural overgrown channels between lakes and waterways, used by fish and
				
crocodiles
pluang 		
a hole used to trap boar and deer
pukung pahewan 		
a forest area with large trees, which, according to Dayak beliefs, is home to
				
dangerous spirits; entering or developing the pukung pahewan is forbidden.
purun 			Chinese water chestnut (Eleocharis dulcis), an aquatic vegetable that grows
				
in swampland
puyak 		
zircon
rasau				
pandan tree
rintis pantung 		pathway built through the forest to collect the sap from the pantung tree
rukun tetangga 		community chief
sahiyap or siap 		round scoop used to catch fish in baruh
singer 			fine (penalty for breaking a customary law)
SP terbang		
a fraudulent Surat Pernyataan (literally ‘flying SP’)
sunggak			
a trap made of sharpened bamboo sticks stuck in the ground
Surat Pernyataan 		
Statement of Ownership (legal instrument claiming tenure to a specified
				
block of land)
tabat 			
small dam to block a canal or tatas
tajahan 			
customary land that is used for making vows
tana 			
farmland
tanah adat		
customary land
tanah milik
		
concept of ‘owned land’ used by the Indonesian government
tanah mineral			
alluvial (mineral) soil
tanah ulayat
communal land
tanggiran			 a forest tree in which honeybees make their hives
tatas			
manmade channels (approximately 1 × 1 m), dug to give access to forest
				
resources
tim pelaksana kegiatan
task force unit
tim pengawas			
advisory unit
toke				trader or ‘boss’
tuba				
plant-based poison used for fishing
verklaring			 land certificate for handil
wilayah adat
customary territory
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aim of this research was to map community access to forest and peatland resources in the EMRP (ExMega Rice Project) area in Central Kalimantan, particularly in the KFCP REDD+ demonstration project site. The
study focuses on the following:
• Learning who has access to and rights over forest resources and peatland in and around the KFCP work
area, and how they control and maintain their access and rights;
• Exploring the dynamics of relationships between actors with access to forest and peatland resources, and
their relationships with community-level social institutions; and
• Identifying appropriate institutional schemes for increasing local community participation in implementing
the REDD+ project in the KFCP work area.
The research adopted a qualitative approach with an emic perspective from communities in the area.
This paper is divided into five sections. Section 1 introduces the research site and methodology and sets
out the conceptual framework for the analysis. Section 2 describes natural landscapes in the KFCP project
area, adopting the terminology used by the local ethnic Ngaju Dayak communities. Section 3 analyses the
patterns of resource management and use in the natural landscapes. Section 4, which forms the bulk of the
report, examines how people in the study area can gain access to natural resources based on the traditions
or customary laws that prevail in their societies. Section 5 then maps the social dynamics governing access to
natural resources, and assesses the potential for involving local communities in collaborative management of
the REDD+ demonstration project. The main findings are summarised below.
Understanding the resource landscape typology
Three types of landscapes are vital to the lives of Ngaju Dayak communities, the host population in the
EMRP region. These are a) water bodies (danum), b) settlements (lewu) and c) dry land. Land areas fall into
two major resource categories, each with its own cultural significance: alluvial land (petak pamatang) and
peatland (petak sahep/galeget), including forest (himba/padang kayuan). The focus of the study is on access
to and use of natural resources in the first and third categories (water and land or forest areas) and the
economic commodities they contain.
Concepts of control over resources
The Ngaju Dayak differentiate between alluvial land (or mineral soil; petak pamatang) and peatland, (petak
sahep/petak galeget). Alluvial land usually extends 2–5 km back from the banks of the Kapuas River and other
large rivers. Villagers use this land to build their settlements and cultivate food crops and rubber. Beyond the
alluvial land, the soil turns to peat, of varying depths; the peatland is not suitable for agriculture but offers
multiple products for extraction. Under customary law and conventions, alluvial land can become private
property and arrangements for control of resources are quite detailed. By contrast, peatland is considered
common property or open access, and no particular customary laws govern the use of resources. The exception
is with tatas (canals): it is socially accepted that the individuals or families who build a canal exercise control
over the resources around their tatas, but this rule does have limitations.
Types of authority-related access and rights to resource use and control
As far as can be gathered from field research – and I must stress that these findings have yet to be confirmed
through a more in-depth historical study – the Ngaju Dayak neither recognise the concept of communal
land (tanah ulayat) nor claim ‘territoriality’ based on ideological, moral, legal or socio-political arguments,
which usually form the basis for community claims to a right of control over a region. Although several local
terms refer to land-use customs, none of these concepts seems to encompass the sense of communal land.
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A concept that more closely reflects the natural resources model of the Ngaju Dayak communities in the
EMRP area is that of tenurial control, that is, where the actual use of or investment in an area of land bestows
the right to claim ownership over that land. Consequently, local communities do not consider areas that
have never been managed intensively, particularly peatland, to be communal land governed by institutional
rules, but rather they are considered to be open access resources available to anyone, whether in the local
community or not.
Access to extract forest products and the ‘legality’ of control over resources
Forest plants and animals are considered open access resources: anyone from any village can access and use
them. There are no customary rules limiting use rights or access to natural resources in peat swamp forests;
rather, extraction of timber and non-timber forest products is based on the principle of ‘first come, first
served’. The ‘legality’ of any claim to land is based on the convention of ‘hand prints’, that is, some kind of
evidence that the land is being worked, such as a domestic crop growing on the land.
Types of power-related access to resource use and control
Five types of access to use and control of natural resources based on power relations were identified:
a) Access to use of non-timber forest products, that is, access gained by product collectors with capital
support from traders.
b) Access to use of timber, that is, through extra-legal collaboration between loggers, sawmill owners,
timber companies and security personnel.
c) Access to control over farmland, through kinship networks, handil groups (system of collective
management), and ‘hand prints’ on land.
d) Access to control over peatland, by applying the same conventions used for alluvial land in response to
physical changes caused by the construction of the EMRP canals.
e) Manipulation of customary and formal rules to extend access to peatland.
Social networks and institutions governing access to resources
Access to use and control of forest and peatland resources is strengthened through social networks
formed between villagers or between actors with such access, either within the village or in outside village
communities. Following are some examples:
• kinship-based social networks
• social networks in the form of cliques
• social networks in the form of alliances
• trade chains
• volunteer associations
• customary institutions
• economic institutions
• development project institutions.
Implications for collaborative management of REDD+ projects in the EMRP area
Efforts to plan community involvement in REDD+ projects could benefit by drawing on the understanding
of local communities’ conceptions of their natural resource landscapes and rights to economically valuable
resources within those landscapes, and of the social networks, local institutions and dynamics of access to
peatland reported in this study. Two recommendations drawn from the research findings are as follows:
• To build support among local communities and achieve collaborative management of a project, project
implementers should consider the differences in concepts, access, rights and dynamics of resource use
and control between alluvial land and peatland.
• To align communities’ interests with REDD+ project objectives, shifts in sociocultural aspects of local
community life should be encouraged.

2
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Deforestation and forest degradation contribute more than 17% of global greenhouse gas emissions (IPCC
2007), and thus are key drivers of climate change. The global mechanism known as REDD+1, or Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation, has been proposed as a potentially useful strategy for
reducing carbon emissions and thus mitigating climate change. REDD+ is also expected to generate economic
benefits for local communities who depend on forest resources for their livelihoods (Poffenberger and SmithHanssen 2009; Viana 2009). However, the success of REDD+ will depend on how well its outcomes meet three
main criteria: effectiveness, efficiency and equity (Angelsen 2009). The third of these, equity, encompasses
the distribution of costs and benefits, and considers whether local communities derive equitable benefits
from the implementation of REDD+ projects.
The rights of communities living in forest areas where REDD+ projects are implemented is an important
issue that has been widely discussed, and both supporters and opponents of REDD+ have expressed their
views on the subject. To respect these rights and ensure that local communities receive their fair share of the
benefits from international donor or market-based funds, REDD+ project design must provide opportunities
for the equitable sharing of benefits and the reinforcement of community participation in forest management
(Cotula and Mayers 2009; Kanninen et al. 2010; Viana 2009). One key rights issue is tenure. Tenure insecurity
is a major underlying cause of deforestation and forest degradation (Hatcher 2007), and the level of tenure
insecurity in REDD+ project areas determines how the risks, costs and benefits of the projects are distributed
(Cotula and Mayers 2009).
This study explores tenure insecurity in the Ex-Mega Rice Project (EMRP)2 area in Central Kalimantan,
Indonesia (Galudra et al. 2009), where a KFCP/IAFCP REDD+ demonstration project is underway. In places
where tenure is unclear, such as Central Kalimantan, confusion about who actually governs the use of land
and who has the right to regulate the use of land influences the impact of government policy (Galudra et al.
2009). The present tenure insecurity is a legacy of contestation between regulations and institutions dating
back to the colonial era. McCarthy (2013) sees the EMRP as a local transformation of the peat forest frontier
of Central Kalimantan that forms part of a set of wider tenurial transformations occurring in the outer islands
of Indonesia. This tenurial transformation is shaped by four general dynamics: technology and infrastructure
development; the rise of market opportunities; State policies; and redefinition of many aspects of natural
resources. All of these have contributed to the transformation of landscapes and local patterns of resource
use (McCarthy 2013).
Many places in the EMRP area are subject to multiple or overlapping tenure claims (Galudra et al. 2009).
Competing claims occur between the government and local communities, between the local government and
central government, between members of local communities, and between members of a community and
migrants or outsiders who come to the EMRP area to extract forest products.
The present study explores access and rights to forest resources at the local level, especially among community
members, by mapping out their use of natural resources in the EMRP area during the research period.

REDD+ is a global initiative aimed at reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation, and enhancing forest carbon stocks in developing
countries. For further discussion of REDD+, see Angelsen (2009).
2
The Ex-Mega Rice Project or ‘Million Hectares Peatland Development Project’ was an Indonesian government program launched in 1995 with the
aim of achieving rice self-sufficiency. It ultimately failed but it has had long-term ecological, economic and social consequences. See Section 2.1.3 for
more details.
1
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1.2 Research focus and objectives
This study explores and analyses the patterns of access to, and rights to use, forest and peatland resources in
the KFCP REDD+ demonstration project site in Central Kalimantan. It also analyses the social and institutional
networks that influence the use of these natural resources. A final objective is to advise KFCP on how to
incorporate the interests of local communities into the REDD+ project, especially in relation to the equitable
sharing of benefits between local communities and other stakeholders.
The main research questions are:
• Who has the access and rights to gain benefits from forest and peatland resources within and around the
KFCP project area?
• How do they control and maintain their access and rights?
• What are the relationship dynamics between those actors who have access and rights to benefit from
those resources?
• How are those actors positioned in social and institutional networks in the community?

1.3 Research approach, concepts and method
1.3.1 Approach and key concepts
The research used a qualitative approach. The emphasis was on gaining an emic understanding of tenure
insecurity at the community level in the KFCP area. The use of the emic perspective made it possible to
explore the thinking behind people’s words and behaviour in relation to tenure security. Therefore, collecting
data on who is gaining what, in the context of natural resource use in the study area, was an important
aspect of the field research. To guide this process and to build understanding, the research used conceptual
frameworks, especially during the data analysis. The main conceptual frameworks considered were those of
Sikor and Lund (2009), Ribot and Peluso (2003) and Schlager and Ostrom (1992) on resource access, and of
van Dijk (1996) on tenure and territoriality.
Schlager and Ostrom’s (1992) conceptual scheme on property rights proved particularly useful for mapping
which actors in the KFCP area have rights to resource use. Schlager and Ostrom identified four types of rightholders: a) authorised users, b) claimants, c) proprietors and d) owners. In this framework, there are four
types of rights with different levels of power, from the weakest to the strongest, as follows: a) the right of
access and withdrawal, b) the right of management, c) the right of exclusion and d) the right of alienation. An
authorised user only holds the right of access and withdrawal; a claimant possesses the right of management
in addition to the right of access and withdrawal; a proprietor has the rights of a claimant and the right of
exclusion; and an owner has the rights of a proprietor as well as the right of alienation (by selling or leasing)
(Table 1). Schlager and Ostrom further differentiate between ‘de jure’ (legal) rights and ‘de facto’ (customary)
rights. This conceptual scheme shows how, in reality, one person can have two forms of rights; for example, a
de jure user can also be a de facto claimant.
Table 1. Levels of power exercised by types of right-holders
Right of access and
withdrawal

Right of
management

Authorised user



Claimant





Proprietor







Owner







Source: Based on Schlager and Ostrom (1992)
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Right of exclusion
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Right of alienation
(selling or leasing)



Ribot and Peluso (2003) and Sikor and Lund (2009) also distinguish between the concepts of access and
property rights, with access having a broader meaning than property rights. According to Ribot and Peluso
(2003), access refers to the ability to derive benefits from something, whereas property is related to the right
to derive benefits from something. The ‘something’ may include materials, objects, people, institutions or
symbols. The concept of ‘access’ thus encompasses all the ways in which an individual is able to gain benefits
from something (a ‘bundle of powers’), whereas the concept of ‘property’ is related to the rights or claims
that are socially supported and acknowledged by law, custom and convention (a ‘bundle of rights’). Therefore,
the analysis of access is not limited to who has the right to benefit from something, but rather must explore
who actually reaps the benefits from something and the process through which they gain those benefits3.
As Ribot and Peluso (2003) explain, ‘power’ can be analysed through social mechanisms, processes and
relations. ‘Power’ here forms the basis of access and includes material, cultural and political-economic
aspects. The political-economic aspects of access cover social actions related to ways of gaining access,
controlling access and maintaining access. Gaining access includes general processes through which access is
enforced; controlling access is done by claiming rights and by one’s ability to mediate another party’s access;
maintaining access is aimed at retaining the rights to something, and is achieved through the execution of
duties. The analysis of access is a process of identifying and mapping the mechanisms through which access is
gained, controlled and maintained. Mechanisms for gaining benefits from natural resources are visible in the
processes of production, extraction, product processing, exchange, transport, distribution and consumption.
Access mechanisms can also be analysed through the following two approaches: a) by considering rightsbased access, which is determined based on law, custom and convention, and which also includes illegal
access, or where the benefits are gained through illegal mechanisms such as theft or occupancy; and b)
by considering structural and relational mechanisms, which are influenced by access to technology, capital,
market, knowledge/information, authority, social identity and social relations.
Sikor and Lund’s (2009) concept of access focuses more on its connection to actual use and the ability to get
that use, which is usually affected by power relations. Their concept of ‘property’ is related to de jure use,
where the right is based on authority relations; claims to resources that fall into this understanding are those
that are supported by a society, whether based on law, custom or convention. By contrast, claims to resources
that are supported by a society through extra-legal mechanisms, such as the use of social relations (e.g.
structural, identity, coercion, tricks), are understood as access based on power relations.
The other main conceptual framework used in this research is that of ‘tenure’ and ‘territoriality’ expounded in
van Dijk (1996). Tenure and territoriality are important concepts for understanding how the Ngaju Dayak (the
key natural resource stakeholders in the KFCP project area) conceptualise their natural resource landscape.
Put simply, van Dijk sets out a concept of ‘tenure’ based on permanent forms of use, where an individual or a
group of people gain certain rights to an area of land because they have invested in or made inputs into that
land (labour, material, control). The concept of ‘territoriality’ is related to more flexible forms of control over
natural resources, including more flexible social and geographical boundaries. Territoriality is a precondition
for the right to exploit and control resources within the boundaries of a territory. Territorial claims are always
justified by ideological, moral, legal or political arguments. That is, they are based not on ecological factors,
but rather on people’s perceptions of their ecological and socio-political conditions. This concept of tenure is
akin to the right of control over resources that are already in place or under management; for example, it is
equivalent to the concept of owned land (tanah milik) used by the Indonesian government. Under van Dijk’s
concept of territoriality, the claim of control over a certain area and the resources in it is equivalent to the
concept of communal land (tanah ulayat) or customary land (tanah adat).

In concrete terms, the analysis of ‘access’ concerns the questions of ‘who gains (and does not gain) what, and how and when, or in what circumstances’.
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1.3.2 Research methodology
The field research was conducted during January–February 2011 and April–May 2011 (just under 2 months in
total) in the villages or community settlements in the KFCP project site in Kapuas District, Central Kalimantan.
The field sites were representative of the two distinct ecosystems in the KFCP area, which are referred to as
Block A and Block E (Figure 1). The first phase of fieldwork was conducted in seven villages, namely Mantangai
Hulu, Kalumpang, Katimpun, Sungai Ahas, Katunjung, Tumbang Mangkutup and Tanjung Kalanis. Another
community settlement called Tanjung Muroi was also briefly visited in 2010 while planning the research. The
second phase of fieldwork focused on Mantangai Hulu and Katunjung for Block A and in Tumbang Mangkutup
and Tanjung Kalanis for Block E. The aim in selecting the study sites was not to compare the two blocks so
much as to depict two relatively different ecological conditions that have resulted from the construction
of canals as part of the EMRP. Data were also collected from several places outside the KFCP project site,
including in the villages of Mantangai Tengah and Mantangai Hilir, as these are linked both historically and
socioeconomically to Mantangai Hulu. Further data were collected in the district capital Kuala Kapuas and
surrounding areas, and in the provincial capital Palangkaraya.
Figure 1. Map of the study area

Source: KFCP GIS files
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Data were collected through field observation, in-depth interviews and focus group discussions. The field
observations included visits to several locations where resources are used in the area around Mantangai
Hulu, Katunjung and Tumbang Mangkutup. Observations were made of the local communities’ economic
activities related to water bodies, forest and peatland, and of various other activities pertaining to access and
control over forest and peatland resources.
In-depth interviews were conducted with approximately 70 people, most of whom were from the study
villages. Interviewees included formal and informal village leaders, people responsible for relevant social
institutions, customary leaders, traders, rubber farmers, gemor bark4 collectors, rattan collectors, loggers
and fishers, as well as members of the general population, both men and women. There were more male
than female informants but no fundamental differences were expected in their explanations of the issues
discussed. Most interviews were held individually, but some group interviews (with two to five people) were
also conducted in each village. One focus group discussion was held in Mantangai Hulu.
Additional interviews were conducted with representatives of NGOs who work in the KFCP project area, civil
servants and residents of Kuala Kapuas known to have an interest in the resources around the KFCP area,
academics at Palangka Raya University (UNPAR) and advocates of Dayak culture in Palangkaraya. Secondary
sources reviewed included research reports, books, government documents and other publications; many
of these were provided by interviewees, with others accessed through the UNPAR campus and elsewhere.
These resources were very helpful in enriching the data and information gathered during the research.

Summary of main points
•

•

•

•

•

•

This section sets out the background, research approach and conceptual framework of the study. The
research used an emic perspective and involved field observation and in-depth interviews with about 70
people, mostly from seven settlements in the KFCP REDD+ demonstration project site in Kapuas District,
Central Kalimantan. The field research was conducted over a total of nearly 2 months in 2011. Most
inhabitants in the study site are in the Ngaju Dayak ethnic group.
The study explores and analyses the patterns of access and rights to use forest and peatland resources
in the research area. It also analyses the social and institutional networks that influence the use of these
natural resources, and offers recommendations on how to incorporate the interests of local communities
into the REDD+ project.
The study also explores concepts of tenure and the effects of tenure insecurity. Many places in the study
site are subject to multiple or overlapping claims, largely because of the tension between de jure rights
(formal legal rights) and de facto rights (customary rights based on customary law and actual practices).
The conceptual framework draws on the four categories of right-holders identified by Schlager and Ostrom
(1992) in order of weakest to strongest: a) authorised users, b) claimants, c) proprietors and d) owners.
In later sections of the report, actors’ access to natural resources is analysed against these categories.
The study follows Ribot and Peluso (2003) and Sikor and Lund (2009) in distinguishing between access as
the ability to derive benefits from something, based on power and power relations, and property as the
right to derive benefits, based on authority relations.
The concepts of ‘tenure’ and ‘territoriality’ in van Dijk (1996) are also important for understanding how
the Ngaju Dayak conceptualise their natural resource landscape. In this framework, ‘tenure’ is a right to
land acquired by working the land. By contrast, ‘territoriality’ as the basis for claims to a region is based
on ideological, moral, legal or socio-political arguments.

Bark of the gemor tree (Alseodaphne umbeliflora) is used to make mosquito repellent and mosquito coils.
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2. THE RESOURCE LANDSCAPE IN LOCAL TERMS
2.1 Taking a jukung to the petak and danum
A villager in Katunjung described the daily life of most people in the KFCP project site in Mantangai Sub-district,
particularly members of the Ngaju Dayak community, as closely connected to three material elements: small
boats (jukung in the Ngaju language), expanses of dry land (petak) and water bodies (danum). In the 50
years this man has known the area, no fundamental changes had been made to the routine travel routes,
he said. Indeed, villagers along the Kapuas River continue to depend on jukung to take them through the
danum to the petak, where they engage in the economic activities to support their livelihoods. However,
the details of these three elements have changed a lot. For example, people had long depended on rowing
boats, until outboard motors came into use in the 1980s, and use has increased rapidly since the late 1990s.
In addition, a new word has appeared in their ‘body of water’ lexicon: the term kanal or PLG diggings became
commonplace in 1995 when the EMRP began. As shown throughout this report, the introduction of outboard
motorboats and canals has had significant implications for people’s access and use of natural resources in the
peatland area.
Jukung are an essential mode of transport for accessing ‘work sites’ in the petak and danum for nearly all
economic activities, whether fishing, hunting, trapping, collecting gemor bark or rattan, artisanal logging,
making charcoal, clearing rice fields, managing the small rubber plantations, or any other activities. Here,
I use a ‘boat’ analogy to describe the trip through the culturally significant places in the local community’s
resource landscape. This kind of conceptual investigation is needed to understand the typology of resources
in the landscape and to comprehend the categories used by local inhabitants. This understanding forms the
basis of the analysis of access to resources, use of resources and control of resources.
2.1.1 Going to the petak
Settlements, known locally as lewu, are generally built on the expanses of dry land (petak) along the riverbank5.
Building on dry land is common in community living, but in this report, the discussion of petak focuses on
its connection to household livelihoods. Early villagers generally had access to enough dry land around the
village to support their livelihoods, parts of which they could reach on foot. Later on, however, it became
necessary for people to seek dry land further from the village and accessible only by boat.
The most sought-after expanses of dry land are the low-lying lands (petak pamatang or petak gantung) along
the banks of the Kapuas River or other rivers that feed into the Kapuas River. These areas are rich in tanah
mineral (‘alluvial/mineral soil’) and are therefore suitable for planting crops. On the petak pamatang, the
inhabitants developed fields (which they call tana) to grow rice and palawija (‘secondary crops’) to meet
their subsistence needs. Part of the area previously used for agriculture has since been converted into kebun
(‘smallholder plantations’), the most common of which are kebun gita (‘smallholder rubber plantations’).
Some communities also plant rattan or a combination of rubber and rattan. Sometimes, when former fields
are left fallow for a long period, secondary forest begins to grow (bahu rambung). After an even longer
period, when the plot begins to resemble natural forest, it is called bahu (‘secondary forest’). In the petak,
padang kayuan (‘clusters of trees’) and himba (‘primary forest’) are found; these are types of natural forest
that have not been cleared for farming. Some places also have pahewan, which is an area of forest that local
people believe is the place of the spirits and hence is sacred and should be protected.

In most riverside houses built by the Ngaju Dayak, the back part of the house, which has the dominant economic function, extends over the river. The
boat is moored there, close to the batangtepian (‘riverbank pole’), which is an integral part of the house.
5
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According to local inhabitants, petak pamatang extends for only 2–5 km from the banks of the Kapuas River,
and not all of it is suitable for agriculture or plantations. Conditions differ from village to village, and those in
the KFCP site have cultural preferences about which regions they can plant with rice or crops, which locations
are more suitable for rubber plantations, and which regions are not suitable for either type of cultivation.
The local inhabitants call the petak that cannot be used for cultivation petak sahep or petak galeget; in the
local dialect, these are terms for peatland. Their words also capture differences between types of peatland:
dahanen refers to shallow peat; janah to peatland with a low-lying surface that is often under water; and
bukit galeget refers to deep peat. Peat regions covered by trees or forest may also be in the categories
padang kayuan and himba.
Box 1. Glossary: Dry land (petak)
Petak pamatang/petak gantung
			

Mineral soil areas (alluvial areas) that stretch 2–5 km back from the banks
of the Kapuas River. Mineral soil is used for housing and farming.

Tana’			

Former forest land cleared to grow rice, vegetables, fruit or other crops

Kebun			
			
			

Rubber agroforestry system planted with several commercial crops,
primarily rubber and rattan. For example, the term kebun gita refers to
a smallholder rubber plantation.

Bahu rambung			
			

Agricultural land left fallow for 2–3 years and covered with vegetation,
including trees.

Bahu			
			
			

Secondary forest on a former field that has been left fallow for a long time
or abandoned, with trees already mature. Land that was planted with fruit
and rattan trees before being left fallow is categorised as agroforest.

Himba			
			

Primary or virgin forest that has been left almost untouched by humans or
not yet exploited for economic purposes

Padang kayuan			

Secondary forest exploited or managed for its timber and NTFPs

Pahewan			

Forest deemed sacred by the people and under protection

Petak sahep/petak galeget

Peatland area beyond the dahanen, located 2–5 km from the river

Dahanen			

Shallow peatland layered on black clay

Janah			

Low-lying peatland that is usually under water

Galeget/bukit galeget		

Deep peat layer with depths of more than 2 m

2.1.2 Going to the danum
Danum means water or body of water. Most of the KFCP site is peatland, with daily low and high tides on the
lowlands. During the long wet season, petak are also susceptible to flooding. Therefore, water resources are
an integral part of life along the Kapuas River. These residents have many local terms for the bodies of water
that possess cultural significance for them. Following is a brief description of the water resource landscape
from their perspective (see also Figure 2).
The river is the starting point for understanding the relevance of water bodies, as villagers’ houses, where the
jukung are moored, sit on the riverbanks. Within the KFCP site, there are 14 settlements along the Kapuas
River, which is of immense value to the local community. The locals often call the Kapuas River ‘Batang Danum
Kapuas’, indicating a major river system. Indeed, given its width and volume of water, they even use the term
laut, meaning ‘sea’ (see Section 3.2.1 for more on the value of this river system).
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Batang Danum Kapuas is a large river with several tributaries, or sungai (‘medium-sized river’) and saka
(‘creek’). Saka, which are generally no longer than 3 km, are not always branches of sungai: many saka also
directly flow into Batang Danum Kapuas.
Peatland regions usually have vast bodies of water called danau (‘lake’, or rawet in the Kahayan dialect). Many
lakes lie in Block A of the Mantangai River Basin, including Danau Papan, Danau Belida, Danau Bakung, Danau
Dahak, Danau Tujuh and Danau Tiga. Major lakes in Block E of the Tahawung Hai River Basin include Danau
Papuyu and Danau Bihau. In general, the lakes are connected to the nearest waterways by a plurai, which is a
natural channel overgrown with grass. According to the locals, fish and crocodiles use plurai to pass between
the lake and the river. No trees grow over the danau except pandan, which is called rasau. Smaller than the
lakes are the ponds, which are called lutu.
Although peatland is considered a form of petak or dry land, it does contain small ponds that are full of water
all year round, known as baruh. Such lakes or ponds may be formed when large trees are uprooted, leaving
deep holes where the roots used to be. During the wet season, when the dry land surrounding the ponds is
under water, fish can enter the ponds. During the dry season, the water level recedes, drying the peat and
isolating the baruh. Fish become trapped in the baruh, to be caught by fishers, a traditional activity known
as ngeruhi.
Another type of water body is luwau, which is an expanse of shallow swamp commonly found in alluvial soil
areas and overgrown with grass and woody shrubs. Inhabitants catch fish in the luwau by installing fishing
poles and bubu (fish traps), especially in the wet season when the swamps are connected to the rivers. In
several places, such as in the Tumbang Mangkutup village area, inhabitants dig out the middle of the swamp
area to convert it into a beje, a kind of fishpond that is full of water year-round. The size of the beje depends
on the funds of the people who built it. People also dig channels to connect the beje to tributaries, and
install gates in downstream channels to control the entry and exit of water and fish. Channels are also dug to
connect several ponds within the swamp, so that fish can move around the swamp area. In the dry season
when the swamp water recedes, fish are left in the water in the pond, to be harvested by the beje owner.
Figure 2. Relative size and position of water bodies in the landscape

Luwau
Beje
Plurai

Saka
Batang Danum Kapuas

Tatas
Danau

Kanal
Sungai
Lutu
Baruh

Alluvial land water area
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2.1.3 Crossing the handil, tatas and kanal
For residents of this area, the most natural means of travelling between their houses and places of work is
to take a jukung along the Batang Danum Kapuas, or a sungai or saka. For fishers, any of these three types
of water body is a place of work. Farmers will pass through a handil, a kind of canal dug out specifically to
connect a river or tributary with a collective farming area. Handil are usually built straight with a width and
depth of more than 2 m, so that two kelotok boats can pass each other. The term handil also refers to a
collective economic institution: members of a handil possess the access and the right to manage a piece of
land in the petak around the handil canals. Each handil is named for a nearby river or other natural feature.
(See Sections 3.1.2 and 5.2.1 for more details of the handil as an economic institution.)
During the dry season, people travel along the sungai or saka to get to the forest or the middle of the peatland
to collect forest products such as Euphorbiaceae and gemor bark, timber and rattan. However, as their target
areas can be very difficult to reach from the end of the natural waterways, the Ngaju Dayak developed the
tradition of digging out channels called tatas. Tatas are built to be approximately 1 m deep and 1 m wide,
so jukung or ces boats can pass. The main purpose of tatas is to enable people to reach the forest to extract
products and take them back to the village. The tatas can be extended for as far as necessary – more than
8 km in some instances, if the forest resources are deemed valuable enough. The original owner of the area
or others might then dig new tatas branching off from the main tatas, thus creating a kind of network in the
middle of the forest. A tatas is usually named for the person who opened the main tatas; this naming pattern
also reflects the ownership: tatas come under individual ownership and are named for the owner, whereas
a handil is collective property and is named for a nearby natural feature. Like handil, a tatas is more than a
transport channel; it has also developed into an economic institution. (For more details on tatas, see Section
4.2.2.)
Residents were introduced to another type of waterway called the kanal during the EMRP or ‘Million Hectares
Peatland Development Project’. The EMRP was an ambitious project launched by the Soeharto administration
in 1995 with the aim of achieving rice self-sufficiency6. After the project failed, residents continued to use the
kanal to reach resources that were farther than they had previously been able to travel. The kanal cut across
many sungai, saka and tatas. In many cases, the kanal were lower than the natural tributaries or tatas, which
rendered many tributaries and tatas unnavigable. Residents therefore started to use kanal more extensively,
further accelerating their entrance into the forest. During the logging boom, people started building new
tatas off the kanal, rather than off the sungai and saka, as they had done before.
The economic values of the water bodies in the landscape are summarised in Table 3. As seen in the table, four
of these water bodies are the result of human modifications of the environment, namely beje, tatas, handil
and kanal. That is, beje represents of modification of fishing methods, handil is used to develop agricultural
land, tatas serves to accelerate access to extractive resources in peatland and kanal is a transport route. A
detailed description of access and rights over all types of natural resources in the landscape is given in Section
4.

The project began with the construction of primary, secondary, tertiary and in some cases quaternary channels over approximately 1 million ha of
peatland, to control drainage of the peatland for conversion to food crop farming. After the fall of Soeharto in 1998, the project was declared a failure
and was later terminated. The only physical reminder was the hundreds of kilometres of kanal cut longitudinally and laterally through the peatland
in the Kapuas riverbed. The drained peatland later became the site of large-scale fires, which have occurred frequently since 1997. People living in
the project area, especially in the Mantangai region, say that they are in a ‘peatland of a million disasters’ phase, in reference to the ecological and
economic catastrophes that are the peat fires.
6
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Box 2. Glossary: Water bodies (danum)

Batang danum

A massive river, extending up to hundreds of kilometres, navigable by big boats. Locals often
refer to these rivers as laut (sea).

Sungai

Medium-sized rivers of one to several kilometres long; usually not navigable by large boats

Saka

A branch of a river or a short and narrow creek, usually only navigable by small boats

Danau

Vast and deep expanse of water without any surface vegetation, usually connected to a river
and peatland

Luwau

A stretch of shallow swamp in the mineral soil region, overgrown by grass and shrubs

Lutu

A large pond, smaller than a lake (danau)

Ruah/Baruh

A small pond usually formed in the hole left behind when a big tree is uprooted. During the
wet season, when the peatland is under water, fish enter the pond, only to be trapped in the
baruh when the waters recede in the dry season.

Plurai

A natural channel connecting two danau or lutu, surrounded by short grass but without any
rasau plants. Fish and crocodiles use these channels to migrate.

Beje

A swampy area managed for fishing, usually developed from a luwau or baruh, which is
connected to the river by a stream. The beje is positioned so that fish can enter through the
stream only to be trapped in the pond or by nets around the channels when the waters recede during the dry season.

Handil

A small channel built off a river or tributary to gain access to former forest land that was converted to collectively owned farmland. The handil area encompasses the channels used for
transport as well as the farmland.

Tatas

A small channel built off a river or tributary to gain an access to the forest area to collect
timber and NTFPs, such as resin and bark; a tatas is about 1 m wide and 1 m deep, and its
length can range from hundreds of metres to several kilometres. People use their own money
to build a tatas, which is named for its founder.

Kanal

A channel built by the government as part of the EMRP in 1995

Anjir

A channel built to connect two streams as a transport route by small boat.

2.2 Types of resources with economic value
Natural resources in the petak and danum are vital to the ecological, sociocultural, religious and economic
aspects of life in the KFCP project area. Natural resources that have significant economic value – that is, those
that both local people and outsiders can commoditise – are described in this section. It should be noted that
this coverage is not exhaustive and there may be other resources not recorded here.
The types of resources with economic value, the use patterns and the types of rights for each type of petak
and danum landscape are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The types of resources are separated here by
landscape type to aid understanding of differences in rights and access; however, it is imperative to note that
multiple residents can simultaneously use and claim several kinds of resource within a landscape type.
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Table 2. Use of and rights to natural resources with economic value on land (petak)
Landscape

Resources with economic value

Use patterns

Type of rights

Tana’

Land

Self-cleared, inherited,
purchased

Proprietors

Agricultural produce (rice, vegetables, fruit)

Household consumption

Claimants

Land

Self-cleared, inherited,
purchased

Owners

Plantation produce (rubber, rattan,
fruit)

Self-managed, leased

Owners

Wood

Household use, sold

Proprietors

Land

Self-cleared, inherited

Proprietors

Fruit

Household consumption

Claimants

Game (bushmeat)

Free access, consumed,
sold

Authorised users

Land

Self-cleared, inherited

Proprietors

Fruit, rattan, wood

Consumed, sold

Claimants

Game (bushmeat)

Free access, consumed,
sold

Authorised users

Wood

Free access, own consump- Authorised users
tion, sold

Bark, resin, rattan

Free access, sold

Authorised users

Game

Free access, consumed,
sold

Authorised users

Wood

Free access, own consump- Claimants, authorised
tion, sold
users

Bark, resin, rattan

Free access, sold

Authorised users

Game

Free access, consumed,
sold

Authorised users

Protected area

Cannot be used

Communal sacred land

Dahanen

Land

Free access, self-managed

Claimants

(shallow peat)

Wood, rattan, rubber

Self-managed, sold

Authorised users

Game

Free access, consumed,
sold

Authorised users

Janah, galeget

Wood

Free access, sold

Claimants, authorised
users

Bark, resin, rattan

Free access, sold

Authorised users

Game

Free access, consumed,
sold

Authorised users

(farmland)
Kebun
(smallholder plantation)

Bahu rambung
(vegetation in fallow)

Bahu
(secondary forest)

Himba
(primary forest)

Padang kayuan
(primary forest)

Pahewan
(sacred forest)

(peat)
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Table 3. Use of and rights to natural resources with economic value in water bodies (danum)
Landscape

Resources with economic value

Use pattern

Type of rights

Batang Danum
Kapuas

Fish, game

Free access, consumed, sold

Authorised users

Gold

Limited access, sold

Claimants

Sungai/Saka

Fish, game

Free access, consumed, sold

Authorised users

(river tributaries)

Dry soil beside the river/saka

Limited access

Proprietors, claimants

Danau

Fish, game

Authorised users

(lake)

Wood, rattan

Free/limited access, consumed,
sold

Luwau

Fish, game

Free access, consumed, sold

Authorised users

(swamps)

Wood, rattan

Free access, sold

Authorised users

Lutu

Fish, game

Free access, sold

Authorised users

Baruh

Fish, game

Free/limited access

Claimants, authorised users

(pond in tree hole)

Wood, rattan

Free access, sold

Authorised users

Plurai

Fish, game

Free access, consumed, sold

Authorised users

Beje

Fish

Limited access, consumed, sold

Owners

(artificial pond)

Land

Limited access, managed, leased
out

Proprietors

(major river)

Free/limited access, sold

Authorised users

(pond)

(natural channel)

Wood, rattan

Limited access, sold

Proprietors

Handil

Land

Limited access

Proprietors

(artificial channels
under collective
ownership)

Agricultural produce

Consumed, sold

Owners

Fish

Free access, consumed, sold

Authorised users

Tatas

Cok (levy) 10%

Limited access/tatas owner

Owners

(artificial channels
under individual
ownership)

Wood/NTFPs

Limited access

Proprietors

Fish in downstream tatas

Free access, sold

Proprietors, claimants

Kanal

Fish

Free access, consumed, sold

Authorised users

(canals built for
EMRP)

Here, ‘land’ refers to an area of dry land used for an economic activity, separate from the actual commodities
found in it. The categories of economic resources given in the tables, namely wood, rattan, game (animals)
and fish, are rather general; for further details on the kinds of wood, rattan, animals and fish found in the
Kapuas River Basin, see the report on participatory mapping by Yayasan Petak Danum (YPD 2000). According
to that report, there are at least 82 kinds of commercial wood and forest wood in the forest and peatland
area, 12 kinds of rattan, 28 kinds of animal and 35 kinds of fish. These are listed in Boxes 3–6.
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Box 3. Kinds of fish in the Kapuas watershed
1. Tahuman				13. Patung				25. Undang sahep
2. Karandang				14. Tabute				26. Sira bulu
3. Tangkung upak				15. Kakapar				27. Banta kahui
4. Baung					16. Saluang				28. Tampala
5. Lais					17. Saluang Karing			29. Pentet
6. Bintan					18. Tabengkung				30. Jaliket
7. Lakasa				19. Lindung				31. Basurung
8. Balida					20. Babaga				32. Tatawun
9. Tampahas				21. Jajili					33. Puyau
10. Behau 				22. Telan tahun				34. Tabiring
11. Miau					23. Telan sawang				35. Dadadai
12. Kesung				24. Kalawan		
Source: YPD (2000)

Box 4. Kinds of commercial timber and forest timber
1. Lentang Tambaga			
29. Tutup Kabali				
57. Papung
2. Lentang Bakadang			
30. Piyait				
58. Madang Pahawa
3. Lentang Bitik				
31. Manumur				
59. Madang Baputi
4. Lentang Ramuhun			32. Haranjang				60. Kalapapa
5. Lentang Luntung			
33. Mara Lamin				
61. Kambalitan
6. Lentang Maru				34. Latak Manuk				62. Galagah
7. Lentang Muara Baruku			
35. Kature				
63. Parupuk
8. Karuing Tanjut				36. Kandurin				64. Kampesung
9. Karuing Kuetet				37. Takapas				65. Balawan
10. Karuing Sarumpeng			
38. Bangkirai				
66. Enyak Beruk
11. Karuing Kadau			39. Sanangkuk				67. Taoman
12. Karuing Bayan Saluang			
40. Nyatu Undus				
68. Baruni
13. Pantung 				41. Baring				69. Aci
14. Katiau				
42. Nyatu Putik				
70. Mawuh
15. Katimpun				
43. Kalumpang				
71. Tambalik Angin
16. Cangal				
44. Karamunting				
72. Mariuh
17. Tarantang				45. Lewang				73. Tapahan
18. Tabalien				46. Mambulau				74. Lunuk
19. Keput Bajuku				47. Nipa					75. Asem
20. Kampang				48. Tumih				76. Alau
21. Ramin				49. Hangkang				77. Balau
22. Merang				50. Empas				78. Ujuk Langit
23. Pilau					51. Kahui				79. Banuas
24. Bintan				52. Umpah				80. Saman
25. Ehang				53. Jinjit					81. Empas
26. Ehang Pulut				54. Mahadingan				82. Bangaris
27. Rasak				55. Kapurnaga		
28. Katepung				56. Kaliwang		
Source: YPD Report (2000)
Note: Not all these kinds of wood are found in all types of dry land, because the growth of wood is highly dependent on the ecological conditions.
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Box 5. Kinds of rattan plants
Ahas, bajungan, tantuwu, dahanen, manau, gita, sigi, irit, sambulu, anak, paka, taman
Source: YPD (2000)

Box 6. Kinds of animals

Tupai, mengkas, tupai musung, pitik, harimui, kahiyui (orangutan), kahiyui ulun, bajai bakatak, bajai
sapit, bajai rawing, dengen, bawui utan, bajang, macan, bakei biasa, bakara, kalawet, beruk, kalasi, kelep
simpur, bajuku, kelep dahirang, kelep biasa, kelep rantep, buhis, bakantan, palanduk, landak
Source: YPD (2000)

An example of the community’s knowledge and observations of the kinds of wood that are abundant in
certain landscape types is given in Table 4.
Table 4. Dominant plants in each type of landscape
Landscape

Dominant wood plants

Petak pamatang/petak gantung

Kaja, ehang, muhur, ramuhun, rubber and rattan

(alluvial soils)
Luwau

All kinds of grass, copper lanun wood (hard timber), kruing, katiau, ehang, tatumbuk

(swamp)
Dahanen
(shallow peatland)
Petak sahep/petak galeget

Ramin, kruing, meranti, mahang, kapur naga jangkar, nyatu, kempas, jelutung/
pantung, pulai, gemor
Ramin, kapur naga jangkar, kempas, tutup kabalik, panting, gemor, mahadingan

(peatland)
Janah
(low-lying peatland under water)
Galeget/bukit galeget
(deep peat)

Trantang, ramin, kapur naga jangkar, kempas, tutup kabalik, panting, gemor,
mahadingan
Ramin, kapur naga jangkar, kempas, tutup kabalik, panting, gemor, mahadingan,
blangiran, tumih, resak

This typology of resource landscapes is an effort at categorical mapping based on community members’
knowledge, rather than the result of physical mapping in the field. Field observations were made to directly
identify (or groundtruth) almost all of the landscape categories, part of which was done by recording the
coordinates on a GPS. However, as the recording process is not complete and had never been intended to
identify all the locations of the landscape types, the results are not presented in this report.
The economic value of the kinds of wood found in the Kapuas River Basin varies over time. A report by
Suyanto et al. (2009) on the KFCP project area showed changes in the kinds of forest resources (especially
the kinds of timber and rattan) that have had commercial value over the past 50 years. For example, before
1970, resources with commercial value were resin from jelutung, hangkang, katiau and nyatu trees, damar,
ulin and meranti timber and rattan. From 1970 to 1995 (before the start of the EMRP), the kinds of wood
being commercialised were ramin, meranti, jelutung, ulin, belangiran, kemedang, kruing and gemor, as well
as rattan. From 1996 to 2006 (after the EMRP), resources with commercial values were meranti, kemedang,
belangiran, kruing, gemor and rattan; from 2007 to 2008, they were gemor, rattan, damar, meranti, kruing,
banuas and kemedang.
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Summary of main points
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

This section depicts the resource landscape and its associated cultural and economic values. An
understanding of these forms the basis for analysing resource access, use and control in later sections.
Three main elements are integral to the daily life of people in the study site: 1) dry land, 2) water bodies
and 3) the boats that give people access to the natural resource sites where they engage in economic
activities.
The main economic activities are: farming (food crops or rubber); fishing; hunting and trapping; collecting
gemor bark, rattan and other non-timber forest products; artisanal logging; gold dredging; and charcoal
making.
The local people use specific terms to distinguish between different types of land and between different
types of water body, all of which have important economic and cultural values.
Generally, people distinguish between two types of land: 1) the alluvial soils along the riverbank and
extending 2–5 km back from the river, which are used for agriculture, and 2) the peat swamp forest and
peatland, which cannot be farmed but which are valued for extractive activities.
Water bodies are valued as transport routes and as fishing grounds. Navigable waterways are the main
river, its natural tributaries and constructed canals. Constructed canals include the traditional handil and
tatas and the extensive canals built as part of the EMRP. Fishing grounds include natural bodies of water
(rivers, lakes, swamps) and waterholes dug to trap fish during the dry season.
Uses of the natural resources within each type of landscape vary. For example, access to resources might
be free or restricted, and harvests might be sold or used for household consumption. The type of rights
held (authorised user, claimant, proprietor, owner; see Section 1) differs according to the pattern of
resource use.
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3. PATTERNS OF RESOURCE USE
This section describes patterns of natural resource use in each type of landscape. The patterns are depicted
through a collection of ‘portraits’ compiled from observations, interviews and documents, and set within
a historical context so that developments can be viewed in a timeline. This descriptive exercise thus builds
the backdrop against which we can explore the research subject, that is, the mapping of access to forest
and peatland resources in the KFCP project site (Section 4) and the mapping of local institutional and social
networks in relation to access management (Section 5).

3.1. Patterns of resource use on land
3.1.1 Lewu: It started with a boat
In the past, the Ngaju Dayak referred to their village as lewu (e.g. Lewu Mantangai or Lewu Kalumpang. Today,
they are more familiar with the terms dusun (hamlet) or desa (village), which are the official names used in
legislation.
The boat, or jukung, is inseparable from the formation of a settlement or village. In almost all cases, the first
individuals or groups that came to Mantangai and then established settlements by the Kapuas River used
boats to travel along the rivers and their tributaries. It is not known exactly when the 14 villages and hamlets
in the KFCP project area were established. Indeed, the history of the villages is actually a history of the people
or families migrating to those sites. When asked about the history of their village, almost every interviewee
responded that they themselves, their parents, their grandparents or older generations are migrants from
other areas. Going back even further, there are indications that most families that established the villages
were from locations in the Kahayan River Basin, or other villages further downstream the Kapuas River; others
claimed to have come from upstream.
A typical village in the Mantangai area has a dynamic population because of migration. Migrants from various
locations, in different periods or from different generations come to a place by the Kapuas River in search of
new livelihoods. The availability of natural resources is a primary reason for migrating, with land that can be
used for farming (rice and vegetables) the main attraction. Desirable agricultural land is located in the alluvial
soil area (petak pamatang) near a settlement.
This migration pattern was observed throughout the history of the villages where this study took place, from
Mantangai Hulu to Tanjung Kalanis. The interviewees did not group themselves by origin or by the number
of generations their families had been in the village. For these people, migrating from one village to another
is quite ordinary. Anyone can easily move to a village, and they are free to take advantage of any natural
resources (such as land) in the new area so long as no one else is using those resources. According to Miles
(1976), who conducted research in the Mentaya River Basin in Sampit, no single individual or group exercises
an exclusive right or privilege over primary forest resources. Land ownership is enforceable only through
land clearing, and ownership is usually granted to the family that does so. Furthermore, all Dayak people,
regardless of their familial status, origin and community, have the opportunity to obtain ownership of a
section of natural resources near their settlement. What Miles describes of Sampit still applies to the Ngaju
Dayak in Kapuas.
All settlements in the KFCP project area can be described as autonomous units, as each village is established
independently of the others. Villages are only ever merged or divided for administrative reasons, rather than
to reflect the origins of residents. For example, Mantangai Hulu and Mantangai Tengah used to be one village
but were divided for administrative purposes, with the Mantangai River forming the boundary between them.
However, while the border between the settlements is clear, there are no clear boundaries for agricultural
land or for resource use and extraction. Kalumpang, Katimpun and Sei Ahas, all used to be one village, with
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one pambakal or chief, for administrative convenience rather than for common origin. Although they are all
in the village of Katunjung, people in Dusun Tumbang Mangkutup and Dukuh Tuanan have separate histories.
The same applies to Dusun Tanjung Kalanis, which, along with several other hamlets, forms Tumbang Muroi
village; each hamlet has its own history, both of settlement and of management of forest and peatland
resources.
If asked to identify the village boundaries, a villager will usually point out natural features, such as a river or
watercourse emptying to the Kapuas River. For example, Rangas River forms the border between Mantangai
Hulu and Kalumpang in Block B, Sungai Tanggiran forms the border between Kalumpang and Katimpun, and
Saka Balanai forms the border between Katimpun and Sei Ahas, also in Block B. All of these borders are
common knowledge and are not marked physically except at the river mouth. Otherwise, residents generally
do not conceive of any clear boundaries in or around their village, so in practice, they can access and use land
and water resources beyond the borders of their own settlements. Following are some examples of how this
works in practice:
• Tatas Ampak is in Katimpun in Block A but is owned by a resident (a person named Ampak who opened
up the tatas) from Kalumpang.
• People from Sei Ahas, Mantangai and Kaladan set animal traps in peatland in Katunjung in Block B.
• A piece of farmland in Tanjung Kalanis on the Tahawung Hai River is owned by someone from Kaladan
who lives in Palangkaraya. Similarly, another piece of land is managed by someone living in Mantangai
Hilir.
• A toke (agent or ‘big boss’) who collects produce from rubber plantations across Tanjung Kalanis is a
resident of Manusup administratively, although he claims to originate from Tanjung Kalanis.
Situations such as this are explored in more detail in Section 4.
3.1.2 Use of alluvial land (petak pamatang)
Villagers in the Mantangai area know their surroundings very well, having both received local knowledge
from their elders and developed their own knowledge through lifelong interactions with the environment.
Traditionally, villagers classify land into two main categories: mineral land/alluvial land (petak pamatang/
petak gantung) and peatland (petak sahep/petak galeget). The transition area between these two categories
of land is called dahanen, which is shallow peatland that is arable if special techniques are used. These
categories reflect land-use patterns: the alluvial land is used for housing and for agriculture, that is, for food
crops (rice, vegetables and fruits) and commercial products (rubber), whereas peatland is used mainly for
fishing, hunting and collecting timber and non-timber forest products (NTFPs).
Swidden (tana)
The Ngaju Dayak are food self-sufficient (Miles 1976). They grow swidden rice in their fields (tana) in an
annual cropping pattern. This pattern is as follows: the forest is cleared (mahimbak) during the dry season;
this is followed by clearing the bush fallow (mandirik), burning (manusul), planting the seeds (manugal) at the
beginning of the wet season, and then weeding (mambawau) and harvesting (mangetam).
When an area is first settled, people use land near the settlement for rice farming; as explained in Section
2.1.1, the available tana (farmland) extends for about 2–5 km back from the Kapuas River and households
must be able to use the available land to meet their daily needs.
Rotating agriculture is an age-old practice among the Ngaju Dayak in the Kapuas River Basin. In this practice,
they leave a plot fallow after two or three harvests to allow the land to recover its fertility while they use
another plot of land. The rotation period varies depending on land availability; recently, however, it has
tended to be less than 5 years. An interviewee in Mantangai Hulu said that, ideally, each family would have
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at least two plots of land (each 1–2 ha) for optimal land rotation, as this allows them to rotate every 6 years.
However, with the recent increase in population and the large area of land used for smallholder rubber
plantations, only a few households have the optimal number of plots7.
Box 7. Violation of the prohibition on forest burning
In 2009, according to interviewees, a resident of a nearby village illegally burnt off his field, and the fire escaped
to nearby rubber plantations belonging to residents of Mantangai Hulu. Around 30 residents of Mantangai Hulu
had to work hard to put out the fire using equipment from the community fire brigade. Feeling aggrieved, the
residents of Mantangai Hulu reported the case to the Mantangai Tengah village head (because the fire seemed
to originate in Mantangai Tengah) and demanded Rp 4 million in compensation. Following mediation with the
village head, the perpetrator was ordered to pay the affected residents Rp 3 million. The case was closed.

The burning-off period (i.e. using fire to clear the land) is a crucial stage of land management, and farmers
always do it before cultivation. The rationale for burning is that weeds will grow too easily without it and the
land will be less fertile. In the past, farmers used to work together when burning off their land, especially
those with neighbouring fields. Traditional burning-off techniques usually prevent fire from escaping and
getting out of control, thus preventing forest fires. Such techniques include building firebreaks, considering
the burning time and the wind direction, and working together across neighbouring fields.
Following the recurrent and at times catastrophic forest fires in the peatland in Central Kalimantan since
1997, the local government has banned all burning off, including by local farmers. However, interviewees
indicated that some farmers secretly burn off their fields because they see it as their only option if they are
to meet their household’s livelihood needs. One interviewee admitted to secretly burning during afternoons
and worried that someone would catch him; this is not an isolated case. It appears, then, that the ban has
been more effective at constraining farming activities than at preventing forest and peatland fires, given the
real needs of the villagers, who continue to depend on swidden agriculture. To change behaviours, the bans
on burning could be complemented by providing alternatives to burning-off.
Handil
Handil is a complex concept, as it refers not only to an artificial canal connecting a river to farmland but also to
the fields under a system of collective management. More precisely, handil refers to fields managed through a
handep hapakat, which is an association or cooperative. This form of collective farming management is known
not only among the Ngaju Dayak in Kapuas but also in several other locations in Kalimantan and Sumatra8.
Among the people in Kapuas, handil usually refers to the management of paddy fields. In Mantangai, handil
refers to collective management of farmland. A handil usually covers farmland on alluvial soils (petak gantung/
petak pamatang) and is usually quite far from the settlement.
The main rationale for using the handil as a management institution is that the area of available arable land
near the settlement is always shrinking, and there is a growing need to expand cultivation to new land because
of population growth. Another rationale is that the collective management of fields allows members of the
association to help each other with land cultivation and lower the risk of pest infestation. A handil is chaired
by a ‘handil head’ assisted by an individual or several ‘heads of field’, who are responsible for allocating
plots of land to members of the handil and for organising the farming calendar. Each handil has regulations
that members must comply with (Box 8); for example, all members must help maintain the waterways, pay
membership fees and cultivate the fields every planting season. One rule states that if a member of a handil
According to a survey by Suyanto et al. (2009a), the average area of farmland owned in villages is about 0.86 ha/household in Block A and 0.7 ha/
household in Block E. On average, the total area of land owned (farming, smallholder rubber and rattan plantations, fallow land) is 10.7 ha/household
in Block A and 4.6 ha/household in Block E.
8
Residents in Tapanuli Selatan and Mandailing Natal regencies are also familiar with the term handil, where it refers to ownership of a rubber plantation
by a group of residents managed collectively (by association). The term handil may be derived from Dutch.
7
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does not cultivate his plot of land for three consecutive years, the handil management can transfer the land
rights to another member.
Box 8. Sample handil agreement

Most handil began with the clearing of forest for rice production, but some established decades ago have since
Following are some of the provisions in the agreement for Handil Setaman Jadi Sei Kali, Mantangai Tengah
(2004):
1.

All members must comply with and obey handil rules.

2.

All members of the handil must cultivate their lands for three consecutive years so that the land becomes
productive.

3.

Each member must be willing to keep the handil, its surroundings and the irrigation channels clean.

4.

Any transfer of land rights to another party must be reported to the head of the handil and
acknowledged by the head of field.

5.

If a member cannot cultivate the land and leaves it fallow, the land will revert to the management of the
handil, referring to Article 2.

6.

Members of the handil must pay close attention to all instructions given by the head of field, the handil
management team and the government for the interests of the handil.

been converted into smallholder rubber plantations. Some handil are still specifically for food production, such
as those in Block B. In addition, according to some interviewees, the handil institution no longer functions
well because of changes in commodity management. However, in locations that still have farms, the heads of
handil and heads of fields have a role to play, including mediating between handil and related governmental
institutions, especially for agricultural aid programs. Most handil are located on the west side of the Kapuas
River, that is, in Block B outside the borders of the KFCP project area. Not all villages in the study area have a
handil.
Most handil are named after the site or river where they are located, or they might be named for villages,
such as Handil Setaman Jadi Sungai Kali Desa Mantangai Tengah, located in Block B. Handil are covered by a
land certificate known among local people as verklaring. In some cases, only the head of the handil holds the
handil’s land certificate, and its members do not have a written record. However, some handil have an official
agreement for members (see Box 8 for an example). Examples of active handil in Desa Katimpun are Handil
Sungai Senama, Sungai Binje, Sungai Patuk and Sungai Dangu. In Dusun Tanjung Kalanis, the oldest handil is
located in the Tahawung Hai River Basin, now dominated by rubber plantations. An ownership claim over the
handil in Tahawung River created a dispute between the people in 2011. Handil are explored in more detail
in Section 4.2.2.
Plantations (kebun)
The land use known as kebun (‘smallholder plantation’; literally ‘garden’) was introduced into the economic
culture of the Ngaju Dayak within the research location. Dove (1993) wrote that the people of Kalimantan were
introduced to rubber plants in the 1920s, although it is worth noting that they were familiar with extracting
latex from forest plants long before then. The original smallholder rubber plantations (kebun gita) were fields
in the river basin planted with rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis) as well as fruit trees, timber trees and bushes;
hence, ‘rubber agroforestry system’ is a more appropriate term for this type of land use.
In several cases, smallholder rubber plantations are also mixed with rattan, as the rubber trees provide a means
for the rattan to spread. However, in the past couple of years, people have been moving to a monoculture
system, where rubber plantations and rattan plantations are separate. Rising prices for rubber latex are
encouraging people to expand their rubber plantations, which they see as their greatest opportunity for
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making money. With rubber, they can get cash quickly, even daily, because of the way the local market is set up:
each day, rubber tappers take the latex to the village, where buyers are at the ready. Prices vary depending on
the water content and quality of the latex. By contrast, people who cultivate rattan plants, either individually
or in combination with rubber plants, usually see their rattan plantations as a form of savings deposit. Rattans
cannot be harvested until they are 10 years old, after which time they can be harvested every 3 years.
Rubber plantations are usually located in alluvial soils near river mouths – and almost all these areas in the
study region are planted with rubber trees, some mixed with rattan. With available arable land becoming
scarce, people have started planting rubber trees on thin peatland (dahanen) also. In addition, the banks of
the canals leading to the peatland are now being planted with rubber trees, sengon and fruit crops such as
banana, jackfruit and pineapple. Planting crops on banks serves as a means not only of making money but
also of strengthening a claim to the plot of land (see Section 4 for more details on claims to land).
The dominance of rubber on the alluvial soils around the river mouths in Desa Katunjung (Block A and Block
B) is demonstrated in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5. Use of land along rivers in Katunjung Village Block B (from upstream to downstream)
No

Name of river

Initial/main cultivators

Use type

1

Asam Besar

Head of hamlet TMP, Pa Nardi, Pa
Andes

Rubber plantation

2

Saka Tabik

Public

Fishing grounds, a lot of lowlands

3

Asam Kecil

Initially Pa Juli, but sold to many
individuals

Rubber plantation

4

Saka Pemantan

Handed out to villagers

Secondary canal is available, distributed to villagers
for paddy fields

5

Saka Kanurin

Pak Mudin Jaman, Sugiat, Isek

Rubber and rattan plantations

6

Handil Kanelo

Public

Rubber plantation, some fishing grounds, a lot of
lowlands

Location: Katunjung kampong
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7

Saka Bamban

Pa Ihin, but now multiple owners

Rubber and rattan plantations

8

Saka Telaga

Pak Andes’ family, but now has a
secondary canal and has been handed
out to villagers

Rubber and rattan plantations

9

Katunjung

Multiple owners

Public rubber plantation

10

Lading

Multiple owners

Rubber plantation, purun (water chestnut) and
connecting waterways

11

Dahirang I

Pak Neo (from Kaladan)

Rubber and rattan plantations

12

Anjir Pak Osmar
(IPK)

Anjir was developed by Pak Osmar, a
logging entrepreneur

Once handed out to villagers and planted with rubber
trees but burnt. Site of DAK/DR project by Pak H.
Ahung (head of project)

13

Saka Salak

The late H. Udak (from Kaladan)

Rubber plantation

14

Saka Asem

People from Kaladan and Mantangai
Hulu

Rubber plantation

15

Dahirang II

People from Sei Ahas and Mantangai,
no one from Katunjung here

Rubber plantation

16

Saka Badak

H. Kakum (Kaladan)

Initially 1 km along the river, but since extended to
17 km
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The trend towards planting crops on canal embankments in peatland areas provides some insight into what
land people view as suitable for farming. An interviewee from Katunjung explained that they generally know
that peatland cannot be used for farming and it is difficult for them to estimate how far below the peatland
lie the alluvial soils. However, they had noticed that, in some places on the canal banks, a type of shrub
called Klandayung grows. According to local knowledge, the presence of Klandayung indicates that the peat
is mixed with alluvial soils or is no deeper than about 1 m, and hence may be suitable for crops. When the
peatland is dug up and the excavated soil used for the embankment, the lowest section of the peatland is
moved to the top, which may make it suitable for crops, as the presence of Klandayung suggests. A scientific
study could verify this local knowledge.
Table 6. Use of land around rivers in Katunjung Village Block A (from upstream to downstream)
No.

Name of rivers

Initial/main cultivators

Use type

1

Kurik

Haji Arben Anus

Waterway, rubber plantation, fruit trees, gemor trees

2

Raung

Pa Leo

Waterway, gemor trees

3

Bejakah

M. Adut

Waterway, rubber plantation

4

Tatumbuk

Pa Ihing/Ihan

Waterway, rubber plantation, farmland

5

Saka Pesuyah

Pa Nardi/Pa Tim (brothers)

Canals, rubber plantation

6

Rasau

Multiple owners, such as Pa Santi/
Ishar

Rubber plantation

7

Teneng

Pa Leo, Haji Arben

Rubber plantation

Location: Katunjung village
8

Pungguk

Multiple owners such as H. Arben,
Andes, etc.

A lot of waterways, plantation, farmland

9

Tenggiran

Pak Andes’ older brother/Pa Tias

Rubber and rattan plantations

10

Saka Telaga

Someone from Kaladan (the late Neo)

Rubber plantations; some land has been sold to H.
Arben

11

Bapakang

Pa Icik/Narang, from Mantangai Hulu,
a relative of Pak Andes

Rubber and rattan plantations

12

Saka Sawi

Pak Ici and a resident of Mantangai
Hulu, from Katunjung

Rubber plantation

13

Saka Prania

Yantu/Antek from Mantangai Hulu

Rubber plantations

Land-use patterns in Tanjung Kalanis are depicted in Figure 3, which is based on information from an
interviewee in Tanjung Kalanis, not a survey. As seen, people are planting rubber trees in the alluvial soils
along both banks of the Kapuas River. According to the informant, the oldest rubber plantation – dating
back to 1902, by his estimation – is located in the arable land along the Tahawung Hai River, one of the main
branches of the Kapuas River. People take seedlings from there to plant rubber trees in other locations. The
interviewee also noted that, in Block E (adjacent to the village), there are several lakes and peatlands that are
connected to the Barito River Basin; the area used to be swamp providing ramin timber and light hardwood,
among others. Today, people occasionally take bark from gemor trees there. There are at least three low-lying
peatland areas in Block E.
On the other side are areas dominated by shallow swamps (luwau) behind settlements, bordered by rubber
plantations along the river mouths and river basins. According to the interviewee, the area also has at least
12 tatas forming a network of canals for transporting timber from the forest. The interviewee also indicated
that several people own rubber plantations and farmland along the rivers.
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Figure 3. Land use in Tanjung Kalanis
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During recent years, most recently in 2010, Tanjung Kalanis was flooded during the wet season. Given the
risk of floods, people have avoided developing new paddy fields, instead preferring to join handil in other
locations, such as Kaladan and Lamunti. However, the most common alternative livelihood now is gold
dredging, whether in the village or in Muroi or Pujon.
Box 9. Rubber and rattan markets
At the time of this study, rubber tappers were paid Rp 8000–10 000/kg for wet latex, which they sold in their
own village to agents. The agents then sold the latex to ‘middlemen’ in Mantangai, Manusup, Kaladan or
Kapuas, who in turn sent it to a toke (‘big boss’) or factory in Banjarmasin. Some agents are given working
capital by a ‘middleman’, and some ‘middlemen’ visit villages to buy latex directly from the rubber tappers.
Therefore, the villagers can choose to whom they sell their latex. In Banjarmasin, the price of latex can reach
Rp 30 000/kg.
Agents pay Rp 1300/kg for rotan sigi (Calamus caesius) and rotan irit (Calamus trachycoleus) and middlemen
pay Rp 1450/kg. Many contract workers hired to harvest rattan are from Dadahup, as are the agents and the big
boss. It is in Dadahup that the rattan is cleaned and dried, before being sent to Banjarmasin or Java.
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3.1.3 Use of peatland (petak sahep/galeget)
Understanding the nature of resource extraction is useful for understanding how peatland resources are
used. Several aspects of resource use are described in this section, including use of timber, NTFPs and game.
Some of the resources described here are no longer used, but an explanation is given to provide a historical
perspective on forest resource use in the KFCP project area. Market demand plays a significant role in
determining forest extraction targets, and, as pointed out by Suyanto et al. (2009), the past half-century or so
has seen several changes in the types of forest commodities that contribute to local economies.
Sap and resin
Until the end of the 1960s, the most sought-after forest product was sap or resin, particularly from hangkang,
katiau, nyatu, ehang, and pantung or jelutung. Sap-collecting activities were named for the source products;
for example, mahangkang is the activity of collecting hangkang sap, matiau for katiau sap, and mamantung
for pantung sap. As sap sources at that time only occurred naturally in the forest, collectors had to go deep
into the forest to find places where the trees grew in abundance, known as ‘wood islands’. Almost no one
collects sap now, having turned to rubber cultivation (albeit effectively another kind of sap; rubber tapping is
known locally as manoreh or mamantat).
Kerja kayu (logging and employment by timber companies)
Until about 1970, there was very little commercial logging in the area. Rather, local people collected wood
from the forest simply to meet their own needs, mainly construction. A 70-year-old interviewee in Sungai
Ahas said that one of the most sought-after woods in the 1960s was agatis, sold to the Japanese market;
other popular timbers were ironwood and ramin, although to a lesser extent.
Box 10. History of logging in Katunjung
Before PT Djajanti came to Katunjung in 1974, ramin wood was already in demand, sold to Sumber Asia
(Kapuas) through toke (‘big bosses’) who came to the villages to buy timber. At that time, many villagers
made a living from selling timber, which they extracted using a big axe (balayung) and handsaw. In the 1980s,
chainsaws came into use. Companies felled trees in areas at least 5 km from the Kapuas River, and local
people did so within a smaller radius. At night, local people could use the company’s dolly to transport their
timber. After PT Djajanti moved to Mantangai River in 1987, local people continued to extract ramin. When
the EMRP started, local people took to collecting timber from excavation sites, including those outside the
stub lines, arranging with the excavators to transport the timber along the canals.
Source: KatunjungAn interviewee from the study

During the 1970s, companies that had been awarded production forest concessions (HPH) began operating
in Kalimantan. This led to a new form of employment for local people: kerja kayu (literally ‘wood work’, or
logging) or bagawi batang, a labourer for a timber company to produce logs for export from Kalimantan.
Interactions between local people and the timber companies holding concession rights (HPH) in the Kapuas
area usually began with the employment of villagers.
Having been involved continuously in the timber industry since the 1970s, local people were part of the
timber boom, both legal and illegal, from the late 1980s until the late 1990s and the early years of the postSoeharto era9.

Following the fall of Soeharto in 1998, after three decades of authoritarian rule, the Indonesian government began a transition towards a more open
and democratic political and social environment. This is known as Reformasi, or the Reformation Era.
9
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As a result, kerja kayu was the preferred source of income in the 1980s and throughout the 1990s. Local
people also refer that period as the ‘ramin era’ because of the high demand for ramin, although in the 1980s
other high-selling timbers included ironwood (kayu ulin), meranti and belangiran.
Many former employees of HPH companies in the 1980s have since moved up the ladder to become ‘timber
bosses’, having used their own capital to establish work units to extract timber. These timber bosses, both
local people and migrants from other areas in or outside the Kapuas area, also have bansaw (‘small sawmills’)
along the river in the Kapuas region.
In addition, many local people worked independently, using simple tools such as axes and handsaws to extract
timber outside concession areas and sell it to nearby companies; chainsaws did not come into widespread
use among local people until the 1990s, although timber companies were using them in the previous decade.
The canal excavations for the EMRP in 1995 created even more opportunities for local people to expand their
kerja kayu by making deals with the canal diggers. An interviewee in one village who worked as an excavator
for the EMRP admitted to collaborating with local villagers to fell trees in the EMRP site.
The key points here are that most local people in the KFCP area are or were involved in the timber business,
and that this business made a significant contribution to their economy. Local people admitted that during
the timber boom, they could earn money easily, in amounts that went beyond their primary needs. The
financially savvy were able to build better homes and invest in other businesses; for example, some used
the money to expand their rubber plantations. However, many other individuals spent all their income on
consumer items.
The timber boom in Kapuas, especially in the Mantangai area, attracted a large influx of immigrants from
Muroi, Pujon, Jangkang in the northern part of the EMRP area, Kahayan and Kuala Kapuas, and even from
Kahayan and Banjarmasin (South Kalimantan). One interviewee said that the Kapuas River and Mantangai
River were always crowded at that time, and the forests were as active as a market because so many people
were working and sleeping in the forest during the timber season.
The migrant workers only looked for high-demand timber and had no interest in collecting NTFPs such as
gemor bark or rattan. With the end of the timber boom in the early 1990s, migrant workers left the area.
However, many of the villagers around Mantangai continued logging, although on a smaller scale, taking their
timber to the local bansaw for processing for the local market. At the time of this study, several bansaw were
operating in the region. Indeed, the logging moratorium issued by the central government in 2011 has proven
to a major hurdle for timber workers if they engage in illegal logging. Collecting gemor bark and rattan also
became sources of income for local residents.
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Box 11. Timber-processing costs and sale prices in the bansaw
A logger will send logs to the bansaw for processing into planks or other processed timber. The cost of scrubbing wood is Rp 200 000/m3 whereas timber sells in the bansaw for, on average and depending on the type of
timber, about Rp 1.5 million/m3, leaving the logger with a profit of Rp 1.3 million/m3. However, a logger can sell
sembarang timber for only about Rp 600 000/m3, which, after the scrubbing fee, leaves him with Rp 400 000/
m3. To obtain 1 m3 of processed timber, approximately 3 m3 of logs is needed. The logger’s operating costs
include fuel and meals while working in the forest.
After buying the logs, the owner of the bansaw processes them at an estimated cost of about Rp 200 000/m3.
Belangiran (Shorea balangeran) timber sells for Rp 1.8 million/m3. A bansaw can process around 6 m3 of timber
each day, giving the owner a profit of Rp 300 000–500 000/m3. The bansaw owner sells processed timber in
retail, or sends it to a galangan (timber market). At the time of this study, the average prices of processed
timber were as follows: belangiran planks: Rp 1.5 million/m3; belangiran blocks: Rp 1.5 million/m3; thin board
(1 × 12 × 400 cm): Rp 7000/piece; board (6 × 8): Rp 1.8 million/m3, lathe boards (2×3×400 cm): Rp 7000/piece.

3.1.4 Salvage logging: Use of residue wood in burnt land
Boats built by local craftsmen out of wood sourced from the forest are an important means of local transport
(see Section 2), and almost every village has professional boat builders. The recurrent forest fires following
the construction of the EMRP canals have reduced the availability of timber for boat builders, who now have
to use leftover wood scavenged from burnt-out areas around the village.
Jukung
The hull of a wooden boat is called jukung; traditionally, the hulls were carved out of whole logs of bangkirai
sabun and alai, both hard and heavy types of timber. However, with these kinds of timber becoming increasingly
rare because of forest fires, boat-makers must look for the timber in burnt-out areas and use parts of leftover
trees. Jukung construction begins in the forest where the timber is collected. Given the reduced wood supply,
the most common practice now is to cut a log of the right size in half to get the two parts of the jukung. The
cavity in the middle of the jukung is made with fire, and the final work is done in the village.
As boats are water worthy for only 3–5 years, the demand for new boats is high in every village. Katunjung, for
example, has eight jukung craftsmen, who are also expert in making complete boats. The most sought-after
boats are ces, which are four depa (6 m) long, and bigger boats called kelotok. Some of the jukung craftsmen
seek their own timber whereas others choose to buy timber from any of the 20 or more Katunjung villagers
who earn cash by collecting timber left over after fires behind their village, mainly bangkirai sabun and alai
timber. In addition, many residents of Sei Ahas also come to the Katunjung area to look for wood to sell to
boat builders.
According to several interviewees, the arrival of outsiders looking for wood in their village area does not
create any problems. Their own traditions allow anyone to extract forest products that are not already owned
by anyone (see Section 4), and there are no disputes over the timber they are seeking, even though they are
looking for it in the same place. The lack of disputes is attributable to the tradition of marking timber that is
found: upon finding a suitable fallen tree, the villager carves an initial into the wood, thus staking a ‘claim’.
Timber that is marked becomes the exclusive property of the person who made the mark, and the claim will
remain valid for as long as the mark is visible and the marked wood is cut periodically. If the fallen tree is left
to be covered by undergrowth, then the person who made the claims loses the right and other people can
take over.
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Foragers in burnt-out forest areas also extract and sell timber to the bansaw for processing. For example,
one fallen tree can be cut into several pieces of 4 m each. The middle portion is used to build a jukung
construction and the other parts are taken to the bansaw. Although people used to use fire to clear away the
shrubs or peat covering fallen trees, an informant noted that they no longer dared to burn away shrubs in
search of timber because of the frequent forest fires.
The informant also noted that there is a risk of being detained by security officers when floating logs from
burnt-out forest land down the river to the bansaw, as they could be charged with illegally felling standing
trees.
Wood charcoal
The remnants of tree stumps left over after logging or fires are also used to make charcoal, which is another
source of income for many residents in the Mantangai River area. Most of these charcoal makers come from
the Palingkau region; they stay for about 2 weeks to make charcoal to take back to Palingkau to sell. In 1 week,
they can produce around 10 gebang (sacks) of charcoal that they can then sell in Palingkau for Rp 10 000
each. Most charcoal producers are elderly; they come with their wives, and live on boats or in makeshift
cabins while working in the forest. They use any spare time to catch fish with banjor or bubu, mainly for their
own consumption.
3.1.5 Collecting rattan
The Ngaju Dayak have long collected the rattan growing wild in the forest as a source of income and for
household use. Indeed, rattan extraction was an industry before they learned of the commercial value of
gemor tree bark. Originally, people gathered rattan from forest areas around the village, accessible by the
river and its tributaries. However, over time, they starting going further into the forest, away from the village.
Three varieties of rattan are sold: ahas rattan, which is wild rattan, and sigi and irit rattan, which are usually
cultivated in a rattan plantation. Residents collect rattan both for household use and to sell to wholesalers,
who will then send the rattan to the larger market in Banjarmasin. Households use rattan to make fish traps,
mats and other household items.
Box 12. Rattan collectors in Katunjung
We normally look for ahas rattan along the riverbanks like Sei Lading, Sei Katunjung, Sei Kapuas, Sei Asem and
Sei Pungguk. It is hard nowadays to find rattan; we must enter deep into the forest, some 200–300 m, making
it even more burdensome. We usually go in groups of four or five, but each will look and collect on his or her
own. We bring the rattan to the village and sell it to Pa Hena for Rp 40 000/100 pieces. Pak Hena then resells
it to traders from Nagara, once a month. We also often collect gemor, and next week we will probably go to
Muroi to look for gold.
Source: An interviewee from the study

3.1.6 Collecting gemor tree bark
Residents in the study area began collecting gemor bark (Alseodaphne coriacea) as a source of income in
the 1970s. Gemor bark is used in mosquito repellent. Gemor trees grow on dikes or on peatland. Research
by Suyanto et al. (2009b) shows that collecting gemor is an important livelihood activity for people living in
Block E. At the time of the present research (2011), there were reports that gemor bark collection had fallen
into decline because of the shrinking natural supply in the forest, unfavourable prices and a tendency among
former gemor collectors to turn to gold dredging in the Muroi and Pujon areas.
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Gemor collectors generally travel to the forest in groups, but seeking out the pulau kayuan (‘wood islands’),
stripping off the bark and transporting it to the village must be done individually. At the time of this research,
gemor collectors in Katunjung had already widened their operations into the Kahayan River Basin, which is
approximately 33 km from the primary channel (Sambo channel) in Block B. There are several clusters of
gemor collection along the Sambo channel, from 15 km to 33 km, as noted above. An informant in that region
said that he collects gemor bark because no other reliable job is available for him and he does not have any
ownership in a rubber plantation. He had previously made a living by collecting rattan, but the shortage of
natural rattan in the forests around the village meant he could no longer support his household. He said that
he would turn to gold dredging in the next dry season because he could not find gemor bark when the rivers
are low.
3.1.7 Hunting and trapping
Hunting is an age-old tradition, with game used for domestic consumption or sold. Animals hunted include
riverine animals such as frogs, snakes and monitor lizards, forest animals such as deer, porcupine, wild boar
and monkeys, and birds.
Before the EMRP began, many residents caught frogs, snakes and monitor lizards in areas near rivers, luwau
and lakes to sell their skins, according to informants in Mantangai Hulu and Katunjung. However, at the time
of this research, there was no evidence that hunting of this type is still done.
People may go hunting during the daytime (madup) or night-time (mengan). During the daytime, hunters use
shotguns, spears and hunting dogs, while at night they can usually only use shotguns or spears. Hunting takes
place in forest and peatland areas, along riverbanks and in farming areas or rubber plantations (usually in the
evenings). Snares (jarat) and other traps are also used. People avoid hunting in areas with a lot of traps or
snares, because of the danger to hunters and their dogs. For example, an informant in one village mentioned
that in Block B, many people from the villages and hamlets in the area use snares, so that area is seldom used
for hunting.
Box 13. Hunting and trapping

People can hunt anywhere because all places are deemed to be freely accessible. If someone hunts in another
village’s territory, he usually will ask a local resident to join him, at least as a guide. Informants said that it is not
common to burn grass or shrubs while hunting, because it can cause the game to flee; even while hunting in
the evening, they refrain from smoking because animals can smell it.
Putting down a snare or trap is a common method of catching animals. Some farmers do it on the side, placing
traps around their land, but for others, it is a primary activity. Techniques include:
•

pluang, which is a hole used to trap boar and deer. The hole is a trapezoid that narrows towards the
bottom and is about as deep as the height of an adult. In the middle, the trapper places the laseh, a
wooden frame covered with leaves.

•

dundang, which is a kind of snare that uses a spear and is constructed along animal trails. The spear is
a sharpened bamboo stick, which flies at the animal when it touches a leaf-covered rope.

•

sunggak, which is a trap made of sharpened bamboo sticks stuck in the ground along animal trails.
When the animal tries to jump over the sunggak, it is trapped inside.
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3.2. Patterns of resource use in water areas
3.2.1 Use of Batang Danum Kapuas
The size of the Kapuas River is such that residents living nearby call it batang danum, referring to its extensive
network of tributaries, and laut (sea), because of its vast expanse, depth, waves and tides. As with a true
sea, the river serves many functions: a channel for the transport of people and goods; a source of fish for
consumption or sale; mooring for boats and ships; and a residential area. Furthermore, the waterways are
open to everyone for these functions.
The Kapuas River may appear to be in the backyard of the houses built along its banks, but in reality, the river
is their ‘front yard’. Most livelihoods are connected to the river: people use waterways to go to the fields to
farm; to go to the forest to extract wood, sap, rattan and gemor bark; to hunt; and to fish. Producers take
the natural products from farm and forest to this ‘front yard’, where they sell them to traders. Traders of
natural products either are based in the village or they travel by boat from other areas such as Mantangai,
Kaladan, Manusup and even Kapuas. They moor at village piers to conduct their business and then transport
the produce purchased to customers ‘downstream’. The Banjar people from Nagara (South Kalimantan) pass
along the Kapuas River daily, selling people basic daily needs such as foodstuffs, appliances, tools and fuel;
they too regularly moor along the banks by the villages to conduct their business, and have a symbiotic
economic relationship with the locals. Similarly, vegetable traders from Basarang (Kuala Kapuas) that take
their kelotok (boats) up the river to sell vegetables to residents in the Muroi region always stop by the villages.
These kelotok penyayuran (vegetable boats) have also come to serve as an alternative passenger ferry for
residents wishing to go Mantangai, Kuala Kapuas or other places downstream, as few other passenger boats
regularly travel between the villages and the regency capital (except on market days), since the end of the
timber boom. The bansaw, where logs are processed, are also located at the edge of villages along the banks
of the Kapuas River.
The economic function that Batang Danum Kapuas serves in the KFCP region is analogous to a tree
trunk that connects the roots with the leaves. The roots are located downstream or by the sea, which is
Banjarmasin (South Kalimantan), its main branch is located in Kuala Kapuas (capital of Kapuas Regency),
and other branches located in upstream Kuala Kapuas, such as Manusup, Kaladan, Mantangai, Muroi and
Pujon, are centres of trading. Capital (food, equipment, investment) flows upstream through the ‘roots’ when
downstream economic actors, as represented by trading ships, tugboats and other modes of transport, travel
up the Kapuas River to sites of economic exploitation. Food products, equipment and investments then move
towards the economic activities upstream, which is analogous to the working of the photosynthesis process
in a leaf. The leaves are people’s activities: fishing, collecting timber and NTFPs, processing wood, rubber
tapping and gold dredging. The results of this process then flow back up Batang Danum Kapuas, passing
several transaction points or market sites (Mantangai, Kaladan, Manusup, Dadahup, Kuala Kapuas, etc.), and
later flow downstream to the ‘sea’ (export market).
In summary, Batang Danum Kapuas, as a major transport lane in this region, maintains the commodity
chain between the extractive economic actors upstream (who work in resource landscapes in the forest
and peatlands) and the market economic actors downstream (who are dependent on capital, technology,
information and market networks). The Kapuas River, to quote Miles (1976:6), is ‘the major means for
communication and vein of trading’ in this region. The implications of this commodity chain for access to
resources are described in Section 4.
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3.2.2 Fishing
Local communities in the study region fish daily, for household consumption or for sale. The simplest form
of fishing activity is line fishing, whereby men, women or children set up lines from batangtepian (‘riverbank
fishing poles’) behind their own houses. Professional fishers fish in any of the water bodies in the area.
According to previous research reports, fishing is more prevalent in villages in Block E than those in Block A
(Care International 2008; Suyanto et al. 2009b).
Box 14. Income from fish

Households either sell or eat the fish they catch, which is an important source of protein in their diets. In the
villages where the research was conducted, fish sells for about Rp 15 000/kg. A fisherwoman in Tanjung Kalanis
said she can earn about Rp 50 000/day from fishing kakapar (Malay combtail, or Belontia hasselti). Another
informant in Katunjung (IMD, 74 years old) catches an average 5–10 kg/day, worth Rp 75 000–150 000.
Depending on the type and amount of fishing equipment used, it is possible to catch up to 30 kg a day, worth
Rp 450 000. A beje owner in Tumbang Mangkutup reported catching 0.5–1 tonne of fish in one season, worth
Rp 7–10 million.
During the dry season, fish are abundant, because of the potential catch in beje, baruh and lakes; however, this
abundance leads to a drop in price. Some people farm fish in floating cages in anticipation of a good price. Live
fish sell for a higher price (and profit).
Fish are sold in the village, and to traders who come from Mantangai and Kuala Kapuas. Traders from Kapuas
have special techniques to keep the fish alive until they reach the pond in Kuala Kapuas. Mantangai Sub-District
supplies part of the fish market in Kuala Kapuas.

More than 20 types of conventional fishing tools are in use10. However, some community members secretly
use prohibited techniques such as electrocution (from a battery, generator or pump) and toxic chemicals.
Rivers
People fish in sites all along the Kapuas River, especially near settlements, and in its large tributaries, such as
the Mantangai River, Mangkutup River and Muroi River. Fishers use a range of techniques and tools depending
on the type of fish and the river conditions. Commonly used tools are kalang, hantai and pangilar, which are
ideal for catching big fish such as tapah (Wallago attu), baung (Mystus nemurus C.V.) and pipih (Notopterus
chitala).
No restrictions are applied to fishing: anyone can fish anywhere outside their village. Fishers choose their
fishing grounds based on efficiency (time, energy, cost). In the afternoon, they select fishing sites and set up
their fishing tools, and check the lines or nets the next morning, after returning home. They only set up a
cabin to stay in if the location is considered too far away.
Lakes
Communities have a long tradition of fishing in lakes, using banjor, nets and bubu. In contrast to those who
fish in the river, those who fish in lakes set up a makeshift cabin, where they stay during the fishing season;
they return to the village only to sell their catch and buy basic needs. Such cabins are often found in lake areas
in the Mantangai watershed. A single family or extended family may manage a lake, where they establish two
or three cabins in the same place and fish together. The catch are usually sold live, although some are dried.
The live fish are kept in floating nets anchored near the cabin. Fish are also caught in plurai, which are natural
channels that connect the lake with the river.

For a complete description of these fishing tools, see Yayasan Petak Danum (2000).
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Baruh-baruh and ngeruhi
In peatland areas, small pools form in the holes left when a large tree is uprooted; these pools are known as
baruh-baruh. In the rainy season, when the water level rises, fish enter the peatland from rivers and swamps
but when the water level drops again, many are trapped in the baruh-baruh. Fishing in baruh-baruh, called
ngeruhi, is done in groups using a fishing tool called a sahiyap or siap, which is a kind of tangguk or round fish
scoop. Ngeruhi means to make the water murky: by stirring the water in the baruh until it becomes murky,
the fish become dizzy and easier to catch.
Before the EMRP, the baruh-baruh were usually surrounded by dense forest, with grasses and shrubs covering
even their surface. Fishers would then clear away these grasses and shrubs by cutting and burning. At that
time, the use of fire for ngeruhi did not lead to extensive fires but, with the construction of canals for the
EMRP and drainage of the peat, the peatland around the baruh-baruh burns easily and fire thus spreads
quickly. Comments by informants in several villages indicate a strong belief that this use of fire around the
baruh could be one of the direct causes of the peat fires in the dry season.
Luwau (swamps)
Swamp areas (luwau) are common fishing grounds for local residents and people from surrounding villages.
Anyone can fish in a swamp area, unless a beje is already in place there. Generally, people fish in swamps near
their houses, so have no need to build cabins.
Beje
A beje is an artificial pool dug in the swamp (luwau) to retain water throughout the year. The swamps around
the beje support the fish ecosystem during the rainy season, but when the water level drops in the dry
season, fish stay in the artificial pool. Beje are connected to nearby rivers and swamps through channels that
fish can pass through but a dam and net downstream stop the fish from getting out to the river. Most fishing
in beje takes place during the dry season as the fish are easily caught. Yields of a beje can reach hundreds of
kilograms in one season; however, it costs millions of rupiah to build and maintain a beje. In the KFCP project
area, many beje are in Block E, for example in Tumbang Mangkutup and other villages further upstream.
3.2.3 Kerja mas: Dredging for gold and zircon in the Kapuas watershed
Simple gold dredging, known as kerja mas or bagawi amas in the Ngaju Dayak language, takes place in several
locations in Block E, mainly upstream in the Kapuas River from Tanjung Kalanis. Gold dredging also takes place
in other villages in the Tumbang Muroi area and even further north to Pujon. In these latter areas, people
seek gold not only along the river, but also in the forest.
Gold dredging in rivers involves a raft and a floating cabin, or lanting, which serves as a platform for a pump
and tools for extracting sand from the riverbed. One lanting is operated by three or four workers, including
the owner of the unit. One complete unit costs about Rp 25 million, when bought in instalments from the toke
(‘trader’ or ‘boss’). Gold dredgers in Muroi and Pujon are men of all ages from villages around Mantangai,
including both those who have their own business unit and those who are labourers only.
The current demographic changes associated with kerja mas are similar to those associated with kerja kayu
in the 1990s (see Section 3.1.3). Information gathered from all settlements in the research location indicates
a large movement of workers from the villages in the KFCP project area, as well as from Kuala Kapuas and
Mandomai, to join the owners of gold dredging business units in the Muroi and Pujon areas on the northern
side of the EMRP site. Most of the migrant workers are young single men. Other workers have families; some
leave their family behind but others bring their family to move temporarily. They visit their villages no more
than once a month. Some unmarried workers stay in the field for several months.
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The exact number of workers from the villages around the KFCP project area who work in gold dredging was
not obtained. However, according to rough calculations using a list of heads of households compiled with
informants in Tanjung Kalanis, 53 of the 125 household heads in the village are working as gold dredgers,
and it is thought that 29 of these operate their own lanting in the Tanjung Kalanis and Muroi area or the
Pujon area. At least 25 of 176 household heads in Katunjung (excluding Tumbang Mangkutup and Dukuh
Tuanan) and 75 of 511 household heads (excluding neighbourhood unit RT IV) in Mantangai Hulu work as gold
dredgers. The actual number may be even larger as one household could have two or more members working
in the sector, but these were not counted. The informant in Mantangai Hulu estimated that around 50% of the
young men in that village are gold dredgers in Muroi and Pujon11.
Box 15. Gold dredging work units
At the time of the study (2011), one lanting unit bought on credit cost Rp 25 million, a major increase
compared with the 2008 price of Rp 17 million. A unit includes the lanting (houseboat), pump (mesin dompeng)
and supporting equipment. Pumps use up one drum of fuel per week, which costs Rp 1 750 000 in Tanjung
Kalanis. Mercury, used to compact the gold particles, costs Rp 100 000/ounce. Ideally, according to a lanting
owner, a work unit should find at least 20 g of gold for every drum of fuel used. Gold from Tanjung Kalanis
sells for Rp 315 000/g, whereas gold from Pujon, which is of higher quality, sells for Rp 385 000/g. The lanting
owner usually employs two or three workers and is required to give them three meals a day. The owner is also
responsible for the maintenance and repairs of the machinery. Half of the weekly income from the gold goes
to the lanting owner and half to the workers, less the cost of meals. The workers then share their net income
equally among themselves (including the lanting owner if he also does some of the work).
Gold dredging is a highly unpredictable business. Sometimes, a team may make large amounts of money, but
on average in Tanjung Kalanis, they get only 15 g of gold each week. In Muroi and Pujon, where the prices are
higher, dredgers can get 30–50 g/week. People with families prefer to operate their units in Tanjung Kalanis,
despite the lower income, so they can be near their family.
The units are bought on credit from the toke (trader/boss) in Kapuas or the toke in the village. In one village, a
toke sells the lanting, equipment and fuel and buys the gold. However, villagers can also sell their gold to other
toke outside the village.

In recent years, gold dredgers have also been selling zircon, which is called puyak in the local language.
The price of zircon in Muroi is Rp 3000/kg. Buyers are traders or Chinese Indonesian entrepreneurs from
Palangkaraya. According to an informant in Tanjung Kalanis, saleable puyak is red. As dredging workers
describe it, puyak is what is left when gold is separated from the sand using mercury. One dredger said that
a lanting unit can collect up to 5 kg of puyak in a day. With the creation of the puyak market, the sector has
started to grow, to the extent that some workers are starting to specialise in puyak. After the gold dredging
equipment extracts the gold from the sand, it then releases the sand back into the river (for floating lanting)
or onto the ground, where it piles up. These piles of sand, whether in the water or on land, are known as
ambuh (‘secondary sand’). Puyak dredgers then reprocess this sand using a special machine. According to
informants, many puyak dredgers operate in the Muroi area; indeed, one informant in Mantangai Hulu noted
that one of his children is working in the Muroi area and has switched from kerja mas to puyak.
It is expected that the emergence of this new commodity as a by-product of community-run gold dredging
will induce more workers from villages in the KFCP project area to work outside the agriculture and forestry
sectors. Aral et al. (2008) attribute the growth of the zircon market in Kalimantan to the rise in gold prices and
the presence of Chinese traders, who are supplying the increasing demand for zircon in China12. Indeed, their
research on zircon in Central Kalimantan shows that the province has the potential to produce large amounts
of heavy metals that could supply the international market (Aral et al. 2008).
According to informants, young men are choosing kerja mas because they have few job opportunities and are willing to stay for several months in
the dredging location. The industry is highly unpredictable, as they cannot know how much gold they will get in a week, but this is less important for
unmarried workers because they do not have dependants. Under general regulations, the unit owner must give the gold dredgers three meals a day
for every day that the machinery operates. The cost of meals is deducted from any income earned from gold at the end of the week.
12
According to Aral et al. (2008), 2000 tonnes of zircon sand was shipped from Kalimantan each month in 2005. By mid-2006, the volume had reached
13 000 tonnes/month and is estimated to be growing.
11
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3.2.4 Tatas: Jalan berbayar (passage pricing) in the peatland
The establishment of tatas in forest and peatland areas reflects accelerating efforts to extract natural resources.
Excavation of peatland to create channels so that boats can transport forest products requires investment in
human resources and capital. Individuals who establish tatas can recoup their investment made by collecting
fees from people who use the tatas to transport forest products, especially timber. The convention generally
applied among the communities who use tatas in the KFCP project area is the payment of a cok (‘toll’) of 10%
of the value of the forest products that they carry through that tatas to the nearest river.
In this way, tatas, as a means of transporting forest products, is one of the resources that generate income for
owners. Tatas owners also have the right to control, or extract, forest products along the tatas for up to 500 m
on each side of the tatas. Access and claims to tatas are discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.2.

Summary of main points
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•

•
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•
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This section paints a picture of the main uses of natural resources in the study area, and looks at some
recent and present demographic changes in relation to resource use.
The river is at the centre of life in the area. Most livelihoods are connected to the river and a lot of trade is
conducted on or by the river. The river is a major transport route carrying people, goods and information
between the settlements and places of work upstream and the markets downstream.
Populations are highly dynamic as migration is common. The availability of arable land and other natural
resources is the main attraction for migrants. Migration increases dramatically during resource booms,
such as the timber boom of the 1980s and 1990s and, to a lesser extent, the present gold rush.
Swidden agriculture is an age-old tradition, but practices are changing because of the shortage of available
land (leading to shorter fallows) and prohibitions on the use of fire to clear land following the severe fires
over the past 15 years. Many people are now choosing to cultivate rubber rather than food crops.
Rubber plantations have become the dominant form of agriculture. With the shortage of available fertile
land, people have started planting rubber on shallow peat and on the banks of the canals built for the
EMRP, as the construction turned over the soil and brought the alluvial soil closer to the surface.
Most villagers benefited economically from the timber boom of the 1980s and 1990s, when timber
companies were awarded production forest concessions. Villagers worked for the companies as labourers
or felled trees themselves and sold the timber to the companies.
The use and extraction of NTFPs have changed over time, in response to market demand. Several NTFPs
that used to be sought-after are no longer in demand. The dominant NTFPs now are gemor bark and
rattan, and many NTFP collectors are turning to gold dredging.
Dredging for gold and zircon is a growing business and has become the most common livelihood option
outside farming.
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4. MAPPING OF ACCESS TO RESOURCES
This section sketches out the social maps of access to forest and peatland resources in the KFCP project
area. The conceptual basis of this mapping follows Ribot and Peluso’s (2003) scheme, in which the focus
is on identifying and mapping the mechanisms governing how access to resources is obtained, controlled
and maintained. This description includes identification of who gets the benefits from resources extracted
from the forest and peatland. ‘Beneficiaries’ are categorised based on the conceptual scheme from Schlager
and Ostrom (1992), which identifies four categories of actors: authorised users, claimants, proprietors and
owners (see Section 1.3.1). The mechanisms by which access is gained (i.e. by which benefits are obtained,
controlled and maintained) are manifested in social processes and social relations; these are shaped by
authority mechanisms (e.g. law, custom, convention) and power-based mechanisms (e.g. extra-legal or social
mechanisms) (see Section 1.3.1 for more on these concepts).
As the first step towards determining the limits of authority and social power bases in communities, Section
4.1 provides an overview of local communities’ conceptions of customary land. How access works in practice
is then mapped out in detail in Section 4.2.

4.1 Forest and peatland resources in a context of legal pluralism
Natural resource landscapes in the KFCP project area do not exist in a vacuum of authority. Since the colonial
era, authorities have overseen the use and control of natural resources in this area. However, two kinds of
authority govern the ‘legitimacy’ of claims to access natural resources. The first kind of authority (de jure)
is derived from the State legal and regulatory framework, comprising legal instruments issued by national,
provincial and district authorities. The second kind of authority (de facto) is derived from customary laws that
live in people’s minds and culture and is supported by social institutions. However, these two legal systems
are not aligned – and in some cases not compatible – which creates a context of legal pluralism.
Galudra et al. (2009) provided a detailed description of changes in the basis of authority, the rule of law and
policies that have governed the right to use and control natural resources in the KFCP project area from the
colonial era until decentralisation in the 2000s. Throughout its history, the State has exercised a hegemony over
natural resources, choosing not to recognise the rights arrangements supported by customary authorities.
Nevertheless, customary communities have maintained their concepts of indigenous property rights, to
which they refer when managing social relationships with natural resources, including the terms of land use.
This report does not seek to revisit discussions about ‘tenure insecurity’ in the context of contestation
between State authorities in different sectors and at different levels (national, provincial, regency), nor
between State authorities and adat (‘customary’) authorities at the community level. Rather, the focus here
is on understanding how local people (citizens) can gain access to natural resources based on the traditions or
customary laws that prevail in their societies. This is very important considering that within the society itself
there are dynamic relations between community members and the traditional institutions that regulate the
use of and control over natural resources, and also influence the impact of State policy. An understanding of
traditional law is important for explaining changes in the area and for exploring how local communities have
responded to the arrival of external parties seeking access and control over resources.
The large areas of forests and peatlands in the EMRP area, including parts of the KFCP project site, are
legally designated as State forests. This status is a legal reality that underpins the access arrangements
and community members’ rights to use the resources. As a result of this legal designation, the State has
the authority to grant permits to convert forest and peatland areas to oil palm plantations. At the same
time, however, several non-governmental organisations (NGOs) claim that the entire EMRP region is the
‘traditional land’ of the indigenous Ngaju Dayak ethnic group. The NGOs claim that the land has been handed
down through generations and the Ngaju Dayak are therefore entitled to benefit from its resources. NGOs
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supporting this claim include AMAN (Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusantara), Wahli (Wahana Lingkungan Hidup
Indonesia) Central Kalimantan, Yayasan Petak Danum and Yayasan Pusaka. Underpinning the claim that
indigenous people have management rights is the idea that the Ngaju Dayak have an ancient tradition of
managing forests and peatland sustainably and can continue to do so.
In addition to this claim is the recognition of customary law, customary land and indigenous territory in the
Kelembagaan Adat Dayak (‘Dayak Customary Institution’) in Central Kalimantan, as established by Central
Kalimantan Provincial Regulation No. 16 of 2008. This regulation defines indigenous territory as an area
where Dayak cultural mores, customs and customary law are developed and applied; as such, the regulation
strengthens the presence of the Dayak. According to the regulation, the Dayak people’s customary lands are
governed by an adat institution called kedamangan, whose jurisdiction is congruent with local government
administrative units (province/district/sub-district/village). Provincial Regulation No. 16/2008 also sets out
several adat terms: hukum adat (‘customary law’), tanah adat (‘customary land’), hak-hak adat (‘customary
rights’) and wilayah adat (‘customary territory’). Interestingly, however, the definitions of those adat terms
given in the regulation do not reflect the meaning of adat as understood by the Dayak people who live in
the study site or that of the NGOs that support them. For the villagers, ‘customary territory’ is an area where
they engage in farming and extractive activities in order to meet their livelihood needs. They do not share
the NGO activists’ view of customary territories. In this context of legal pluralism, there seems to be four
‘authorised bases’ for land regulations: State law, local government regulations recognising customary rights,
NGO discourses about local rights, and local practices.
4.1.1 ‘Customary’ rather than ‘communal’ land
As far as is known, the Ngaju Dayak language has no term that conveys the concept of tanah ulayat, or
‘communal land’, as captured by van Dijk’s (1996) concept of ‘territoriality’. Rather, it may be that their
concept of control over land is closer to van Dijk’s (1996) concept of ‘tenure’ or property, which relates to
permanent forms of resource use in which a person or group invests inputs (labour, material, control) into an
area of land, thus earning the right to the land that they invested in. Some concepts of customary land used
by the Ngaju Dayak community to indicate some form of right over a place of work include eka malam manan
satiar,13 kaleka,14 petak bahu,15 beje, handil and tatas (see Galudra et al. 2009); in these cases, customary land
has the sense of ‘tenure’ because people have earned a form of control over that land by making investments
in it. These local terms seem to be commensurate with the notion of ‘customary land that has been managed
privately’ as defined in Provincial Regulation No. 16/200816.
In Ngaju Dayak concepts, inheritable natural resources are those that have awan pailangek (‘hand print’),
that is, where someone has invested work or money in the land and thus staked a claim to it that entitles
them to bequeath the land to others. Examples are fallow lands with second-growth vegetation or forest,
called bahu or bahu rambung, and agricultural land that is still managed as kebun (‘smallholder plantations’)
or tana (‘fields’). Under this rule, the Ngaju Dayak cannot bequeath resources that have never been managed,
whether areas of land (petak) or water bodies (danum). Rather, natural resources in forest or peatland that
remain undeveloped in any way are seen as public property and open access. Simply claiming a parcel of land
as private property has no cultural legitimacy; for example, a claim to an area of peatland that is culturally
perceived as common property and open access would not be socially recognised and would be subject to
criticism and social pressure within the community17.

Eka malam manan satiar is customary land where local people have rights to hunt animals, convert the forest to farmland and collect NTFPs.
Kaleka is an ancient adat community settlement that was abandoned and reverted to secondary forest.
15
Petak bahu is former swidden land that was reverted to (agro)forest.
16
Provincial Regulation No. 16/2008 defines customary land owned by an individual as private land acquired by converting forest to farmland, purchase,
grant or inheritance; the land may be a field, under vegetation or even vacant.
17
In one example, a villager claimed ownership over approximately 100 ha of peatland, which other villagers viewed as unacceptable and a form of land
speculation or monopoly (mapakehang petak or mangoho). See Section 4.2.2 for more details.
13
14
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Central Kalimantan Provincial Regulation No. 16/2008 defines customary land as ‘lands that can be inherited
for management and use by the heirs collectively as a community, which in this case can be understood as hak
ulayat [communal rights]’. This concept is highly ambiguous when viewed in the context of the realities in the
field. The Ngaju Dayak also recognise customary land called pukung pahewan,18 tajahan19 and tanggiran,20 all
of which are interpreted as communal property for community members, but which community members
are forbidden to exploit or develop. If this concept of customary land is commensurate with the inheritable
customary rights defined in Provincial Regulation No. 16/2008, then it appears that the concept of communal
rights or hak ulayat does not actually apply in the Ngaju Dayak community. This may be because the concept
of hak ulayat is taken from Sumatran traditions and might not apply to Dayak concepts of communal property
rights, given the differences in indigenous practices between Central Kalimantan and Sumatra.
The use of government administrative boundaries in defining kedamangan territorial boundaries, as indicated
in Provincial Regulation No. 16/2008, implicitly reinforces this conclusion. For example, forests and peatlands
that have not been managed by residents of a kedamangan can be accessed freely by others without having
to seek the local chief’s permission. That is, property rights to land are granted only when some value has
been added. Undeveloped regions are thus likely to be categorised as ‘open access’21. However, a further
study about the kedamangan as an indigenous institution that theoretically has the authority to exercise
control over communal land and customary rights is still needed, especially from a historical perspective.
4.1.2 Ecological factors affecting ownership status: Cultivation and extraction
The development of settlements in the KFCP project area is closely related to the presence of rivers and
migration along waterways (see Section 3.2). In the book ‘Pakat Dayak’, Usop (1996) depicts the long history
of human civilisation in the island of Borneo (Kalimantan), from the arrival of the Old Malay race in 4000 BC,
through the colonial era until the time of independence; within this history, the illustration of the settlement
of the Ngaju Dayak in several major river basins across Central Kalimantan reveals their strong consideration
of ecological features when establishing villages. The small communities who initially established settlements
along the river did not identify as ‘Dayak’, which was not adopted as a tribal identity until the nineteenth
century. Rather, they identified themselves by the area in which they lived, often naming themselves for the
rivers: oloh Kapuas (‘Kapuas people’), oloh Kahayan, oloh Katingan or oloh Barito (Ukur 1971).
Ecological factors and natural resources were important deciding factors for settlers, particularly the alluvial
land (petak pamatang) along the large rivers in Central Kalimantan, such as Kapuas. This alluvial land was –
and still is – essential to the survival of settlers; the Ngaju Dayak community of today still depends on these
lands to cultivate food crops (Miles 1976).
The ongoing need for fertile soil for farmland and rubber plantations continues to drive migration to the
Kapuas watershed. Yet the area available for cultivation extends for only 2–5 km from the riverbank, which
limits the availability of land for newcomers and has intensified private property claims to this arable ‘belt’.
Certainly, interviews with villagers in the research area indicate that they see their traditional lands as
extending no further than 5 km from the Kapuas River.

Pukung pahewan is a forest area with large trees, which, according to Dayak beliefs, is home to spirits that can disturb living humans; for this reason,
entering or developing the pukung pahewan is forbidden.
19
Tajahan is customary land that is used for making vows, for example in areas with shady banyan and benuas trees. The total area could be about 2
ha, with the site for making vows surrounded by trees.
20
Tanggiran is a forest tree where honeybees make their hives. Local people define areas where this type of tree is abundant as indigenous customary
land.
21
The Ngaju Dayak concept of customary land or communal land differs from the concept of customary land or communal land recognised by, for
example, the Minangkabau of West Sumatra (called luhak), the Mandailing of North Sumatra (called luat) or the marga areas in South Sumatra;
under these Sumatran concepts, land claims are based on ideological, historical and socio-political reasons, with a clear social or community unit as
proprietor.
18
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However, it is not clear whether this 5 km limit is set by ecological or cultural factors. That is, the distance
may relate not to the presence of alluvial soils but may actually be a translation of the expression ‘as far
from the river as the gong can be heard’, which is well known throughout the community as a description
of the tenure range. Some NGO activists who advocate for local community rights appear to hold the same
understanding. This restriction on which land can be used for agriculture is reflected in the Tumbang Anoi
Peace Treaty of 1894, which recorded 96 customary law provisions related to Dayak heritage (Ilon 1987; see
Box 16 for some examples of provisions). One clear historical fact recorded by Ilon (1987) is that the Heads of
Indigenous Communities agreed in a meeting at Kuala Kapuas on 3 September 1928 that communal village
rights extended for 5 km. Ilon (1987) also notes that the 5 km limit, or ‘as far as the gong sounds from the left
and right along the river’, encompasses the settlement and work area22.
Box 16. Customary laws related to natural resources as set out in the Tumbang Anoi Peace Treaty of 1894
Article 31. Singer rampas besei teken (Fine for robbing a boatman)
Article 32. Singer rampas takan arut timba (Fine for stealing a boat)
Article 33. Singer takau rampas bua pambulan (Fine for stealing fruit)
Article 39. Singer malinjam bahu himba balik-uwak (Fine for borrowing (clearing) former swidden area in
primary forest)
Article 58. Singer pali karusak hinting (Fine for damaging a ritual object in a forbidden area)
Article 81. Sahiring biat malan manana (Customary fine for causing a farm accident)
Article 82. Singer sahiring biat buah dundang (Fine for causing death or injury from a snare or trap)
Article 87. Singer karusak pahewan, karamat, rutas, tajahan (Fine for vandalism of sacred objects)
Article 89. Parkara takian pulau bua helu/kaleka (Dealing with contestation over inheritance of an orchard)
Article 90. Parkara takian bolang tana, bahu, kebun (Dealing with boundary disputes for fields, gardens and
former fields)
Article 91. Parkara takian bahu waris (Dealing with differences in the division of inherited fields)
Article 92. Hadat panggul, sapindang, tatas lauk, rintis pantung, tanggiran, sungai, danau (Concerning extractive activities)
Article 95. Hadat eka malan-manana satiar barusaha (Concerning farming and working locations)
Source: Ilon (1987)

The term hak ulayat adat kampong (‘village customary communal right’) used by Ilon (1987) implies that
the local living unit that underpins property rights is the village or lewu. In reality, villages along the Kapuas
River tend to be more than 5 km apart, which theoretically means there is a status vacuum in the areas
between each village’s 5 km limit. Evidence from the field alone suggests that no customary authority governs
these areas, which therefore tend to be considered ‘free’ zones. It remains unclear whether these free zones
historically did not come under any customary authority or if their status has been lost through the dynamic
tenurial transformation in this frontier peat forest area (McCarthy 2013); this question requires further study.
In cases where a community claims communal land, with the ideological, historical and socio-political claims
that van Dijk (1996) states are necessary for ‘territoriality’, there is usually an institutional structure that has

Ilon (1987:112) stated that Rapat Demang Kepala Adat (Meeting of Heads of Indigenous Communities) was attended by demang from across Kapuas,
Kahayan, Rungan and Manuhing and local government officials. Decisions made at the meeting covered not only boundaries between villagers’
customary land but also villages’ obligations to clean rivers and public roads, and their farming rights. The meeting also made decisions on tanggiran
rights, rintis pantung rights, creek rights, lake rights, beje rights, handil rights, tatas rights, panggul rights, sapinang, sapaking, bahu talinjam rights,
bahu
22
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the authority to determine who can and cannot use the resources in the area or who needs the authority’s
or owner’s permission23.
Even if ‘village customary communal rights’ (Ilon 1987) are understood as a communal land area, customary
land or communal rights, it is clear that the territory Ilon (1987) referred to is congruent with village boundaries.
Villagers can clearly point out the village boundaries demarcating dusun (hamlet) and desa (village) (see
Section 3.1) for places directly touching the Kapuas River (e.g. the Rangas River forms the boundary between
upstream Mantangai and Kalumpang on the side of Block B). However, boundaries become blurred when
looking in the interior far from the banks of the Kapuas River. The fact that villagers have the freedom to enter
any unclaimed area (i.e. without a ‘hand print’) creates a complex situation with multiple overlapping subjects
(villagers) and objects (resource areas). For example, the communal rights of village A are not exclusive to
the residents of that village, because historical and present facts show that residents of villages B, C even
to Z can derive benefits from village A’s customary land. This was observed by Miles (1976) in the Mentaya
River area in Sampit24. The empirical and conceptual gaps about customary land or communal rights in the
Ngaju Dayak community are possibly linked to the history of introducing institutions from other areas that are
incompatible with Ngaju Dayak culture (see Box 17).
The aim of this discussion on tenure complexity, customary law, communal land and customary rights is to
show that the relationship between humans and natural resources is not easily defined when all the diverse
points of view on that relationship are considered. From the perspective of positive law, the boundaries
and rights to use natural resources are clearly defined, because most of the EMRP area is legally designated
as State land or production forest. However, local communities have a different understanding, knowledge,
interests and historical relationship with the area. Even though most community members are aware that the
forest and peatland in the EMRP area, including the KFCP project area, is formally State land, they do not see
that designation as negating their rights to use the natural resources in the area, as they see themselves as
having inherited use rights in accordance with their customary laws.
Box 17. A glance at the history of Dayak customary institutions
According to van Klinken (2004), the Dayak did not originally recognise tribal and inherited leadership; rather,
they had collegial leadership by the elders in the betang house, which is linked with their need to deal with
enemy attacks. The Dayak used to identify themselves by their place or settlement near the river (Ukur 1971).
Their concept of tribal society is fused with religious alliances with the family at the centre. The Dayak originally
had no homogeneous unity, and the bond between ethnic groups developed with the spread of Christianity
(Ukur 1971). Van Klinken observed that awareness of Dayak ethnicity strengthened following the meeting of
Dayak chiefs from across Kalimantan in Tumbang Anoi in 1894, a grand summit arranged by the Dutch colonial
government. The Tumbang Anoi Peace Treaty of 1894 is generally considered the awakening of the Dayak
‘nation’ (Ilon 1987; Usop 1996), even though some regard it as the Dayak people’s moment of defeat by the
Dutch (Sulang and Sutrisnaatmaka 2011).
What is clear is that the colonial government’s involvement in community structuring became more prevalent
from that time, when the demang structure was installed in the government bureaucracy. The titles demang
and temenggung, Van Klinken reports, were originally bestowed by the Sultanate of Banjarmasin as a reward
for rural Dayak who paid tributes and submitted to the Sultanate. The Dutch adopted this as a means of
structuring and controlling tribal communities in rural Kalimantan. The government structure consisted of:

For example, to the Mandailing community in North Sumatra, communal land is tied to a certain clan recognised in history as the village (huta) founder.
Each huta has a governmental and customary body that regulates resource use in the huta area. Each huta is autonomous and neighbouring huta have
a socio-historical bond which was later used to unit them in a governmental unit called banua with a customary law alliance called janjian; the area
covered by this alliance is called luat or communal land. Therefore, the vacant land between one huta and another is protected by a governmental/
customary institution that is federal in nature, headed by a raja panusunan bulung. No outsiders can use natural resources in a huta area without the
permission of the raja huta (‘king of the huta’) or in a banua area without the permission of the raja panusunan bulung. See Lubis (2005).
24
Miles (1976:61–62) stated: ‘the extent to which the Ngaju may exercise choice of village depends on the principles governing land tenure and usage
… all these Dayaks, regardless of their community or derivation and kinship status, have potential rights in any settlement with primary jungle close by
… ownership of land does not necessitate proximate residence.’
23
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•

the supreme leader of an area (district) with the title temenggung, patih and dambong

•

for customary affairs, a customary chief is chosen and given the title demang

•

in each village a customary council is formed for customary affairs and pembakal for governmental
affairs.

Central Kalimantan has 50 customary areas, each of which is headed by a customary chief titled demang (Ukur
1971).
Before this structure was introduced, the institution, according to Ukur (1971:64), was a village customary
council called basara korik, which consisted of pambakal/pamakal (village chief) and village elders (called bakas
lewu/tueh tumpok). The customary council was headed by a pangulu consisting of four members called mantir.
Each customary area had a basara hai institution, whose members were mantir basara and bakas basara
(village chiefs).
Despite the history, Van Klinken (2004) reported, the tribes see the kedamangan institution created by the
Dutch as the original Dayak aristocracy, which was revitalised by the Central Kalimantan Provincial Government
through its law No. 16/2008.

Therefore, for the purposes of mapping residents’ access to natural resources in forest and peatland areas,
both aspects of the ‘law’ – formal/de jure and customary/de facto – are considered here as authorities for
right-based access. Both Schlager and Ostrom (1992) and Ribot and Peluso (2003) categorise laws, customs
and conventions with reference to access based on rights or authority relations. The findings of this study
show how customary law has been used as a mechanism for obtaining and controlling access to resources; in
this way, customary law is not only seen as an authority, but is also used as a means of power to gain access
to resources.

4.2 Mapping access to resources in land (petak) and water (danum)
A taxonomic map of people’s access to resources in the forest and peatland area in the study site is shown in
Figure 4.
Figure 4. Taxonomic map of access to natural resources in the land (top) and water (bottom) landscapes

Translation notes:
Sumberdaya alam			
Lanskap petak			
• Lahan (tanah)			
* Permukiman		
* Pertanian 		
◊ Ladang/kebun (individual)
				
◊ Ladang/kebun (handil)
				
* Tanah gambut		
• Hasil hutan			
* Getah-getahan		
* Rotan			
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= natural resources
= dry land
= land
= villages/settlement
= farmland
= swidden field/agroforest
(individual)
= swidden field/agroforest
(collective)
= peatland
= forest products
= sap, resin
= rattan
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* Kulit gemor		
* Kayu			
◊ Pohon			
• Di hutan		
• Di kebun		
◊ Eks kebakaran		
◊ Tunggul kayu		
* Hewan buruan		
Lanskap danum 			
• Penangkapan ikan		
• Tambang emas		
* Lahan/lokasi		
* Tenaga kerja		
• Lahan perairan 		

= gemor bark
= timber
= trees
= in the forest
= in farmland
= former burnt area
= stumps
= game
= water landscape
= fishing area
= gold dredging
= land/location
= worker
= wetland areas

4.2.1 Access to resources on dry land (petak)
There are three types of important resources on petak: land, forests and game. As illustrated in the schematic
in Figure 4, each of these resources is then divided into more specific components to give an overview of how
people use each type of resource. Groups are broken down in order to demonstrate the methods, processes
and relationships involved in such access; in reality, of course, there may be overlaps between the components
and the actors with access to resources.
4.2.2 Access to acquire land
Settlement
Two kinds of settlements were observed in the villages in the study area: permanent settlements, where people
build houses and raise families, and temporary settlements, usually constructed near the site of economic
activities and used only while that activity is underway. Permanent settlements are called village (desa/dusun)
or formerly kampung or lewu. However, a person can describe a village as a temporary settlement because
he is there only for work, and his permanent settlement is further away. For example, a family might have a
permanent house and be registered as residents of Mantangai Hulu or Katunjung, but they settle temporarily
in Muroi or Pujon to work as gold dredgers. In another example, a middleman has a permanent settlement in
Manusup, but he chooses to stay temporarily in Tanjung Kalanis because his network is concentrated in this
village.
As people’s choice of settlement is closely related to their source of livelihood, their access to shelter and their
access to resources are associated. For example, someone who acquires farmland in a village automatically
has the right to settle in that village25. The social system of the villages in the Kapuas Watershed is very open
to new arrivals and anyone can be accepted as a valid citizen of a village. As described in Section 3, the history
of village development in this area has been shaped by the influx of individuals or families from nearby
villages or even from places further away, such as the Kahayan Watershed and other places. As Miles (1976)
observed, the customary principles that regulate ownership rights and land use in the Ngaju Dayak community
give people the opportunity to choose their living space. In principle, all Dayak have the same right to live in
a settlement regardless of their kinship or origin, and they have the right to use forest resources in the area
that they define as part of their customary land as long as it has never been developed. Nevertheless, findings
from the field show that kinship with a resident of a village may make it easier for someone to move to a
village. Kinship for the Ngaju Dayak refers to anyone that can be traced for three lines of cousins from the
maternal and paternal sides26.
Box 18. A case of attempted monopoly
In late 2011, a conflict erupted in a village in Block E concerning rights to an area by the Tahawung Hai River. A
nearby coal mine needed land in the village to temporarily store the coal until it was transported by boat down
the Kapuas River. The head of the village, who held a letter stating his tenure of the land by the river, sold 52 ha
to the company at a price of Rp 10 million per hectare, and the company had already paid the first instalment
of Rp 320 million. When the villagers learnt of the deal, they demanded a share because they believed that the
land was village land, not the private property of the head of the village. Following mediation by another village
head, it was agreed that the outstanding payment of Rp 200 million would be distributed among the villagers.

By contrast, for example, the social community of huta (village) in Tapanuli (North Sumatra) is relatively closed. If an individual or family moves from
one village to another, they will have to find a customary way to enter the society such as by claiming a fictional kinship with a clan in the village. By
making this kind of claim, the newcomers will be socially and culturally accepted as having the same rights as other citizens, especially in social matters.
It also facilitates the newcomers’ access to resources in that village.
26
The Ngaju Dayak define relatives to three lines across a generation: ‘first cousin’ or jitato, ‘second cousin’ or hanjenan and ‘third cousin’ or hararuek.
All those further removed are referred to as ‘people’, which means ‘not a relative’.
25
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Although the case was considered settled, the villagers continued to gossip about the actions of the head
of the village who had claimed monopoly rights over the village land based on the legal letters he held. The
head of the village claimed that he had inherited the land from his parents. Informants in the village said that
the company had been willing to pay for the 52 ha after the legal documents were broken down into several
Surat Pernyataan (SP; Statement of Ownership) to fulfil administrative and legal requirements. The head of
the village made the SPs on behalf of his family members.
The coal company also provided electricity generators for street lighting throughout the village, in an
agreement where the residents provided the poles and the company provided the cables and lights. The
generator was placed in the head of the village’s house, and residents agreed to pay a monthly fee of
Rp 5000 for the fuel. Originally, the electricity was used only for street lighting and the house of the head of
the village, but after the head of the village channelled the power to send electricity to his children’s houses,
villagers refused to pay the fee and the head of the village had to cover the entire cost.

A newcomer can acquire land in a village in one of several ways. First, a newcomer can theoretically settle
on vacant land that has no owner, but this is almost impossible because all of the land in the village areas is
already under ownership. Second, a newcomer may inherit a house or block of land from family. The third
way is to buy land from a villager. Another alternative is to build a floating house (lanting) on the river.
Building a lanting requires materials and permission from the landowner in front of whose house the lanting
is built; this latter requirement is because, as informants in several villages explained, Ngaju Dayak tradition
holds that the owner of land on the riverbank also owns the corresponding riverbed up to the centre of the
river. A block of land is also understood to stretch back from the house for an unlimited distance. The term
‘back’ of the house includes the area bordering the yard and is usually covered by alluvial soil, which is used
for growing crops, primarily rubber27.
Kinship in a riverside Ngaju Dayak village is reflected in houses that are lined up along the river. As long as
no one is using the backyard of the house, the land extending straight back to the forest can, in principle,
be claimed for a new house28. Similar patterns of land ownership were observed in almost every village in
the study site. Presumably, people holding the land along the riverbank and the farmland behind the house
gained that advantage by being early settlers. Newcomers will not be able to gain such access easily, unless
they are aligned with a senior citizen, through marriage or another family relationship. Family relationships
make it possible for someone who inherited some land to transfer the right to use that land to a relative. As
long as a person’s rights are not passed officially to his or her heir, the land user remains a temporary user.
Housing provides another means by which people gain and maintain access to areas under customary law
(rights-based mechanism). Three of the four types of beneficiaries given in Schlager and Ostrom (1992) (see
Table 1 in Section 1.3.1) are present in relation to housing: owners (who cleared their own land, inherited
or bought land), claimants (relatives or heirs, heirs using land before it has been officially transferred) and
authorised users (those who build houseboats on the river).
Agricultural land
Growing crops, especially rice, is an ancient and ongoing tradition among the Ngaju Dayak in the Kapuas
Watershed. Villagers in the study sites use the term bersawah (rice planting) to refer to all farming, as the
main crop produced is rice for household consumption. Villagers apply a system of land rotation, where a
block of land is left fallow for 5–6 years. Therefore, each farming family needs at least two plots of land, each
1–2 ha, which means having fields is very important for local residents.

Ngaju Dayak ‘houses’ on the river can be understood as comprising the following layers: river, house, yard/rubber plantation, farmland, secondary
forest, peatland.
28
A case in the village of Sei Ahas, related by an informant, strengthens this argument. A few years ago, there had been plans to build a road to connect
the village with Katimpun Sei Ahas, funded by government aid. The plan ultimately failed because one landowner would not release the rights to a
parcel of land that would be affected by the project. He blocked the project because he claimed his ownership extended hundreds of feet down from
the riverbank. The informant said that the owner’s resistance was associated with social tensions in the village, but the case demonstrates how an
individual’s claim to vacant land can affect the whole community.
27
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There are a few approaches for obtaining farmland. First, customary law grants everyone the right to convert
a forest area (himba) into a field (tana), wherever such land exists. This open access is a major driver of
migration between river areas, as residents from Kahayan Watershed, for example, have the same right to
use an area of forest as residents in Kapuas Watershed, so long as no one else has ever developed that area.
Clearing land is a means of staking a claim over that land (Miles 1976), which means that clearing forest is the
first step towards gaining the right to use forest land for farming. Farmers categorised as ‘authorised users’
can then increase their status to ‘owner’ if they continue to develop the land.
Second, people can clear bahu rambung, which is secondary forest that has grown over an abandoned
farm. For such secondary forest to be cleared, at least one of the following hukum adat (‘customary law’)
requirements must be met: a) the previous land manager must give permission; b) no cultivated plants must
still be present in the plot as evidence of earlier farming; c) no party objects to the plan to clear the land,
especially someone who previously cleared it or their descendants; or d) no one has testified that someone
else has cleared the land and started farming it. These requirements are generally hard to meet because any
descendants of the original land manager have the right to claim the land, even if there is only one or a few
‘marker’ trees (typically fruit trees) that can prove the management history. Therefore, land with secondary
forest is categorised as limited access.
A third option is to join a handil (collective land management system). Anyone who is a member of a handil
may gain access to land because the handil is inside the village territory and managed by the residents of that
village. A person can also join another village’s handil by paying an admission fee as required by the handil
caretaker. In addition, as one informant mentioned, kinship with a member of another village may make it
possible to join that village’s handil; this has become a common mechanism for villagers to obtain access to
farmland through handil. Handil members must follow the group’s rules, such as helping maintain the handil’s
channels, complying with planting regulations set out by the handil chief and field chief, and managing fields
as required each planting season. Failure to use the land for three consecutive years usually results in loss
of membership (see Box 8). The same rule does not apply for land cleared individually, with property rights
instead marked by an awan pailangek (‘hand print’). Turning again to the categories identified by Schlager
and Ostrom (1992), a handil member is an ‘authorised user’, while the handil caretakers (handil chief and
field chief) are classified as ‘proprietors’ Handil proprietors can temporarily transfer management rights to
another user who complies with handil rules.
Handil are usually managed by the group’s founders. In many cases, someone may hold the position of
handil chief for a long period and even pass it along to family members. In other cases, as seen in Katimpun,
for example, handil caretakers change after a certain period. Caretakers essentially manage the members
and may liaise with outside parties, such as government agencies, to obtain aid to support their farms. The
position therefore gives the caretaker opportunities to obtain information about aid programs and outside
networks. As some informants noted, some caretakers may exploit these opportunities and their own status
for their own benefit and not for the benefit of handil members (see Box 18).
Driving the development of a handil is often a person with the initiative and willingness to mobilise villagers
to clear more farmland together; this founder then often earns the trust of the handil members and the right
to become the caretaker. In one village in Block E, village leaders decided to form a rice paddy handil and
they submitted a grant proposal to the regional government for canal construction. Since the canals were
built in 2009, the land on both sides of the canal have been divided and offered to villagers for use as rice
and vegetable fields. However, as few villagers are farming the land, the man who initiated the handil and his
family use all the available land; this family thus claims ownership over the land along the canal. Strengthening
this family’s ownership claim is the fact that they already have a claim to land next to the new handil. In cases
such as this, on the one hand, government assistance to open a handil in a village could motivate villagers to
get involved in farming. On the other hand, only certain families – those that initiate the grant proposal – may
ultimately capture those government resources and claim ownership. In the case of this village in Block E, the
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initiator originally had no intention of prioritising his family, with the proposal also naming other citizens and
supporting the villagers as a whole; in reality, however, the system can lead to parties with more initiative –
often the village elites who double as the formal or informal village leaders – receiving greater benefits.
Farmers have a couple of options for maintaining their ownership over the land they manage. Planting
productive trees is an effective way that is culturally accepted as proof of ownership. Rubber (Hevea
brasiliensis) is often used to confirm property ownership, especially as rubber trees can grow for decades and
the seedlings that take root between older rubber trees functionally keep renewing the claim. Furthermore,
managing a smallholder rubber plantation requires frequent use of the field, although, according to Ngaju
Dayak customary law, even if the trees are not used often, the very fact of their presence on a property is an
effective enough ‘hand print’ to claim ownership.
The para or rubber tree became associated with the private domain, culture and smallholders when it was
introduced into Southeast Asia as a cultivated commercial plant, in contrast to its origin in South America
where it was a wild plant (and therefore associated with the public domain and natural state) (Dove 2002).
That is, in Southeast Asia, including in villages in the research site, the rubber tree has become a mark of
private ownership of the property where it grows. Peluso’s (2009) research in West Kalimantan also shows
the importance of the rubber tree, not only as an ecological and environmental asset, but also as a means
of producing and strengthening ethnic and national identity. Peluso (2009) also observed an expansion of
rubber plantations in former fields and a consequent decline in cropland29, which may be attributable in part
to the use of rubber trees to assert private ownership or individualisation of property.
Planting rattan is also effective for maintaining access to a field. However, with the recent decline in the
economic value of rattan, villagers are more likely to plant fruit crops such as jackfruit, durian, mango, banana
and pineapple.
Efforts to claim a land monopoly
Given the limited availability of alluvial land, villagers without land must look for other options outside
the village, such as joining a handil in another village, as discussed above. The ecological characteristics of
peatland create a major barrier to conversion of land further in the interior (beyond the alluvial soil line) to
farmland30. Furthermore, competing land claims may prevent someone from gaining the right to clear land
even if it is not being used, especially if that vacant land still has some kind of ‘hand print’. People may also
be prevented from accessing vacant areas because the front section is owned and so they have no boat
entrance. Here are some examples.
1. A person or a family clears vacant land beside a waterway by planting hundreds of metres along the
riverfront with rubber trees or another plant. Fields further back from the water remain uncultivated.
However, as that first person controls the front section, with its water access, others cannot use the field
further inland because they cannot reach it.
2. A person or a family clears vacant land for hundreds of metres beside a waterway and then divides the
land into fields, some of which are left empty. Other people will not try to use the idle land between two
fields because they assume that land was reserved by the original claimant.
3. A person or a family cultivates land on both sides of a waterway, so it is assumed that they own the
sand in the river between the areas of farmland. As these farmers must make an ongoing investment to
manage the land on both sides of the river, including if they fish in the water in between, they can claim

Another consequence of this change is the reduction in rice yields. Many farmers are now unable to produce enough rice for their household for a
year and so use income from rubber to buy food.
30
One example is the boundary between the mineral land and peatland in the Mantangai Watershed. An informant in Mantangai Hulu and Mantangai
Tengah said that the mineral land used for rice fields extends only to Saka Pudik (creek) on the left side of the river and to Saka Dahirang on the
right side of the river. These creeks thus formed a boundary, and the area upstream of them had already been classified as peatland, where the only
economic activities underway were extraction of forest products and fishing.
29
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the farmland on both banks and the corresponding section of the river. Other people will be hesitant to
enter that area without the permission of the original claimants.
The first and second methods, if applied with the intent of leaving idle land alongside cultivated fields, are
socially unacceptable, even though they are not illegal. Villagers in the KFCP project area call this kind of land
monopoly mapakehang petak or mangoho31.
Crop yields
The owner of a field has exclusive rights over all the rubber and rattan harvested from that field. However,
field owners do not always cultivate and harvest produce themselves. Other villagers may take a share of the
benefits from rubber and rattan by participating in a production-sharing or remuneration system. In most
villages, there are people who work for a wage or for a share of the produce because they do not own a rubber
plantation or their plantation is not yet productive. These rubber tappers or rattan pickers are categorised as
‘authorised users’, as their only right is to the harvest. Owners of rattan fields often make package contracts
with people with technical skills to harvest the rattan. In particular, residents of Dadahup and Katimpun
are recognised for their rattan-picking skills, and they often team up to complete the harvest. These rattan
harvesters form a network with a middleman or buying agent in Dadahup, who is connected to the owners of
the rattan fields not directly but through information and market networks. These rattan buying agents have
indirectly created a situation where Dadahup residents can benefit from rattan harvesting and trade.
Farmers sell their rubber harvest directly to the buying agent in the village or to the middleman who comes to
the village. Buying agents in the village typically have a business connection with one of the main middlemen
in Mantangai, Kaladan or other places downstream. Although they have no control over rubber farmers, who
are free to sell their harvest to whomever they want, these agents’ knowledge of the rubber market and
capital make them the deciding actors in the rubber supply chain in villages. There are also some indications
of a patron–client relationship between villagers and certain rubber middlemen, especially those brokers
who also run trading ships to the villages. For example, some villagers in Tanjung Kalanis admitted that they
sell their rubber only to a certain middleman, because he also acts as a ‘helper’ whom they can borrow from
or barter with in times of need. Usually they take out a loan (ngabun) for basic needs and pay back their debt
in instalments when they sell their rubber.
Peatland
As far as is known, no particular customary law governs the use and ownership of peatland. The articles
of customary law set out in the Tumbang Anoi Peace Treaty of 1894 (Ilon 1987) do not explicitly mention
peatland. Rather, the regulations pertaining to farming generally cover only disputes regarding the conversion
of forest to farmland or orchards and the inheritance of farmland (see Box 16); that is, the laws are generally
associated agronomically with alluvial land (petak pamatang). Article 92 of the Treaty refers to several
extractive activities, only one of which, rintis pantung, takes place in peatland; one informant explained that
this refers to control over the pathway (rintis) built to collect the sap from the pantung tree in the forest, but
is not related to the land where the pantung tree grows.
According to a mantir (a member of a customary council) in the research site, the customary laws that serve
to mediate tenure disputes over agricultural land in alluvial soil areas do not apply outside those areas, and
hence their customs do not cover peatland. Therefore, the people see peatland as a common resource. This
concept of commons, according to the informant, prevented villagers from prohibiting the influx of people
from outside the village and outside Mantangai during the timber boom of the 1980s and 1990s.

The term mapakehang petak originally had a neutral meaning, referring simply to the measure of protecting one’s own land from being harvested by
others. However, in a case like this with no produce, attempts to protect the land are a form of monopoly because they prevent others from deriving
any benefits from the land. The term mangoho has negative connotations, meaning a monopoly or manipulation for one’s own interest.
31
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Until the time the EMRP canals were constructed, people thought of the peatland only in terms of the
resources that it harboured – the trees, game and water bodies. The obvious reason for this view is that,
until that time, they derived benefits only from those resources because they could not use the peatland for
agriculture. Indeed, one of the reasons the EMRP failed is that peat is technically and ecologically unsuitable
for conversion to agriculture. It is no surprise, then, that local customary laws did not govern human activities
in peatland except with regard to the extraction of forest products (e.g. pantung, katiau, hangkang, ehang,
timber, gemor bark). That is, people only have use rights and actors are ‘authorised users’, not ‘proprietors’,
of the resource32.
The types of rights to peatland changed after the development of the EMRP canals. The canals became a
means by which villagers rapidly extended their access to the natural resources in the peatland area (this rapid
expansion in the use of forest products is discussed in Section 4.2.3). An important point here is access to the
peatland itself. As the canals opened new transport routes, people were able to enter deeper into remote
peatland areas. The new canals had relatively wide banks, and villagers took to cultivating the land, planting
fruit crops, rubber trees and sengon, which also served as a way of staking a claim to the land. This trend
is seen in many areas near the settlement in Block A. Therefore, areas under tenure, as reinforced through
farming, came to extend beyond traditional borders (i.e. the alluvial soils). As the rubber trees planted on the
peatland became productive, the claimants began to call themselves owners of the land; this was accepted
within the community, if not in the eyes of the law.
Types of ownership claim to peatland
(1) A case of mapakehang petak (monopoly) of peatland
Whether or not their deliberate aim was to claim a monopoly over some land, in one instance, villagers in
the study site claimed ownership over a 100 ha area of peatland in Sungai Pungguk. The claim was made by
someone who had built a tatas in the area who used that as the basis for the claim. However, the Statement
of Ownership (Surat Pernyataan) made in early 1996 stated that the land was used for growing rice, rubber
and rattan. Also presented in the Statement of Ownership was the history of the land: ‘in 1990 an estimated
400 rice paddies were cultivated, ditches and boundaries extending about 8000 m were developed at an
estimated cost of Rp 10 000 000, and rubber trees have been planted’. The Statement of Ownership was signed
by the claimant on stamp duty paper, as well as by the village chief and the indigenous leader (demang), and
was witnessed by three community chiefs (rukun tetangga) and the head of the LKMD (Lembaga Ketahanan
Masyarakat Desa or Village Resilience Body). What is interesting about this claim is that the claimed land
borders State land on all sides.
The validity of the Statement of Ownership is unknown. However, it contains some key information that does
not match the actual conditions in the area: a) although the stated purpose is to use the land for agriculture,
the peatland had never been cultivated successfully; b) rubber trees had been planted only on shallow peat
(dahanen); c) the fact that the land is adjacent to State land raises the question of how someone can acquire
100 ha in the middle of State land; and d) the estimated cost of digging the tatas is, at Rp 1250/m, too low
for the 1990s.

In the early 1980s, the area was officially transferred to private companies through HPH concessions, which meant that local people collecting bark
or timber in concession areas became ‘unauthorised users’. That is, while their status under customary law is ‘authorised user’, they are ‘unauthorised
users’ under positive law. The HPH companies can be categorised as the ‘proprietors’, while the ‘owner’ is the government (Ministry of Forestry) riving
any benefits from the land. The term mangoho has negative connotations, meaning a monopoly or manipulation for one’s own interest.
32
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Box 19. A sign of resistance

Near a KFCP reforestation site in one of the villages, someone has mounted
a sign, as shown in the picture on the left: ‘Warning: All visitors must report.’
Below it is another sign: ‘Signed: Kambehai.’ Kambehai in the Ngaju Dayak
language is the name of the Gargantuan Ghost that loves to bully people.
An informant reported that the planks were made by two different people,
the first by a claimant and the second by another villager. The first sign shows
that there is a claim (and therefore visitors must seek permission from the
claimant). The second plank not only implies that the owner is not known
but is also a joke, mocking the claimant or someone else. The person who
used the name ‘Kambehai’ may be making a fool of the claimant, joking that
Kambehai is messing with him, or he may be on the side of the claimant, with
the warning aimed at any outsiders that come by.

Despite the apparent validity of the letter, the land claim triggered a dispute with a conservation program
that was planning to replant trees in the area. From a positive law perspective on the legal status of the forest
area, the claimant has a very weak claim and no legal basis for his right to those resources. Furthermore,
the Statement of Ownership has no clear legal status under formal legal procedures. From a community
perspective also, the private claim over peatland lacks support, even though the attempt to apply the
customary law on tatas can be understood. However, as the second example below shows, developing tatas
and having a right under customary law and community consensus is invalid as a basis for making a claim to
surrounding land, although it is socially and culturally acceptable for a tatas owner to claim the trees and
other vegetation for 500 m on each side of the canals. Nevertheless, this kind of attempt to form a land
monopoly (mapakehang petak or mangoho) is socially unacceptable.
Another example of an attempted monopoly claim (mapakehang petak or mangoho) occurred nearby in
Sungai Kurik (Block E). A person laid claim to an area of 3200 ha, an area calculated by multiplying of the
length of his tatas (8 km) by 2 km of land on each side. A statement printed on stamp duty paper, dated
1977 and titled ‘A Statement on Land for Jelutung plantation and fish farm’, states that the claimant owned a
fish farm of 10 000 × 2 m, including the land for the jelutung, and a gemor plantation of 8000 × 4000 m that
he managed at his own cost. The letter was signed by the claimant, the village chief of Katunjung and the
demang of Mantangai on stamp duty paper but no witnesses testified to the borders33. Several informants
mentioned that land claims such as this are common in villages in the study area34.
(2) The case of a syndicate issuing a Surat Pernyataan (SP; Statement of Ownership) for peatland
The term SP terbang (‘flying SP’) is well known among the communities in this research area, especially those
in Block A, from Mantangai to Katunjung. An SP terbang is a Surat Pernyataan (Statement of Ownership) of
land ownership of dubious validity that is then traded. People who make and buy these letters are not only
residents of Mantangai but also residents of regions outside Kapuas District – even outside the province.
These Statements of Ownership are produced by a syndicate in villages in the former EMRP area that have
vacant land; syndicate members come from both within and outside the village.

Field observations and interviews with the claimant and the villagers revealed that villagers knew that the claimant had made and maintained tatas
so that he and his family could collect timber and gemor bark. As he still manages the tatas, culturally he can claim the area for resource extraction,
but not the land itself. The claimant also developed tatas along Sungai Kurik, where he has rubber farms. However, although there are several other
rubber farms between the estuary (where it meets the Kapuas River) and the claimant’s rubber farm, the claimant claimed the entire area.
34
There is a strong indication from the interviewee’s information that the actors behind the attempted land monopoly have an extensive knowledge of
customary law and are indigenous leaders in their village.
33
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An informant who admitted to being involved in producing some of these letters explained that the SPs were
made before 2008. At that time, information was spreading through the community that the local government
was awarding areas of peatland in Mantangai to oil palm companies to develop new plantations35. The village
elites (formal and informal) in several villages from Mantangai to Katunjung agreed among themselves that
local communities should also derive direct benefits from the company’s presence and that they should find
a way to make that happen. One piece of information circulating was that the oil palm plantation companies
could invite villagers to take part in a cooperative scheme known as kebun plasma. Based on this information,
it was suggested that all vacant land in the village areas should be divided among the villagers and SPs for that
land created to ensure that the companies compensated the landowners for using their land. As the informant
explained it, many village elites made deals with companies to help them secure community support; in this
regard, the SP served as a form of proof of this local support.
As news of the oil palm companies spread, so too did land speculation. The first to hear the news were
those connected with the outside world, especially with people living in district or provincial capitals, such as
relatives who had migrated from the villages, who worked in the government or who were connected with
investors.
In the case of the first syndicate in Kalumpang and Kaladan, brokers played an active role; these brokers were
villagers who had previously lived in district or provincial capitals. Syndicates later emerged in each village;
the informant admitted that he had been involved with key actors in other villages. In brief, a syndicate would
produce SPs signed by the chief of the village. They then sold the SPs to community members, who bought
them believing that they could later use the SP as a basis to claim compensation from the oil palm companies.
Whereas an individual landowner would initiate a regular SP, the syndicate members initiated the production
of the mass ‘flying SPs’. The informant admitted that their group had prepared a blank SP form with stamp
duty and a signature from the village chief and then added the name and signature of the prospective buyer
as the party making the statement. A purchaser would pay Rp 250 000 for the SP, on the understanding that
this covered a 2 ha plot of land and would guarantee that the purchaser would be involved in the kebun
plasma scheme if an oil palm company developed a plantation in their village territory. The buyer did not
usually get to keep the SP, but was told that the agent in the syndicate would arrange for the letter to be
upgraded to an SKT (Land Certificate) to be signed by the local sub-district chief.
Initially, each village only produced SPs for the peatland in their village area. The informant noted that the
plots of land were defined based on the EMRP map. However, as the formal borders between villages were
not clear and each syndicate used the same map, many of the plots of land claimed in the SPs also overlapped.
Box 20. Relative strength of claims to land
The communities in the research villages have a concept about the validity of land claims. The most basic
element of validity to confirm private land ownership claim is awan pailangek or ‘hand print’, or domestic plants
growing on the land that serve as evidence that it is being managed by a person or his relatives. The second
element is a land certificate or Statement of Ownership (Surat Pernyataan; SP). The relative validity of claim
from the strongest to the weakest is as follows: a) awan pailangek and SP, b) awan pailangek without SP, c) SP
without awan pailangek, d) neither SP nor awan pailangek.

Furthermore, SPs were paper only, and the real location of the fields was hard to verify. An informant said he
was sure that SPs had been issued for almost all land between Mantangai and Katunjung; and that the answer

Prior to that, several oil palm plantation companies had cleared land in the Mantangai area, including PTG in Lamunti and PT RASS in Sei Ahas.
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they would give to an SP purchaser wanting to know the location of the land was: ‘We did not sell the land,
we sold the paper.’36
Each syndicate making ‘flying SPs’ involved a number of members. Within the village, some villagers actually
created the document, with someone who has access to information, a connection with an oil palm plantation
company and access to the ‘power’ of the village chief. The role of the village chief is to ‘legalise’ the letter
through his signature and stamp, regardless of whether these are legitimate. Next is an actor who has
information networks and access to the government department overseeing land certificates; other actors
then sell the SP to villagers, whether in Mantangai, Kuala Kapuas or somewhere else.37
Tatas
Customary law and community norms accept the development of tatas as a valid way of expanding access to
forest and peatland products. The history of building tatas dates back to well before the development of the
logging industry in the 1980s and 1990s.
Some customary law provisions established through the Tumbang Anoi Peace Treaty of 1894 mention the
terms rintis pantung and tatas lauk (see Ilon 1987). Rintis pantung is a path made by sap collectors to a ‘log
island’ in the forest. The pathway also marks a claim to collect sap from that forest location. Tatas lauk is a
canal that is dug out, usually between a river and a lake, to form a fishing ground in the peatland area that can
be accessed by boat. Some informants said that Pijap Tatas on by the Mantangai River, made by a Mantangai
Hulu fisherman named Pijap, is one of the oldest fishing tatas connecting the Mantangai River and the lake.
Many tatas were built when villagers began extracting sap from trees (e.g. hangkang, katiau, ehang and
pantung) in the peat swamp forests. Tatas served a crucial function at the time of the gemor bark boom and
even more so during the timber boom of the 1980s. At that time, tatas provided the only means by which
villagers could enter the forest and collect logs from places far from the river; they were therefore a necessary
investment for villagers. Tatas were built either starting from the main river or from a connecting waterway.
Tatas are named for their founders, but other people can digs channels branching off from a tatas with the
founder’s approval.
The tatas is dug to lead to a ‘log island’, or a place with abundant trees for resource extraction. As tatas are
expensive to build, because of the labour required, the decision to build is based on the individual’s cost–
benefit analysis, given the estimated value of the timber in the ‘log island’.
The practice of naming a tatas for the person who first builds it serves as an acknowledgement that that
person has the right to use the natural resources along his38 tatas. This makes a tatas founder an ‘owner’ in
the eyes of local customs. The tatas founder retains the right to use the natural resources along the tatas as
long as the tatas is maintained and it is being used for resource extraction; if these conditions are not met,
then customary law holds that the founder loses the associated claim.
Access to use forest products
A tatas ‘owner’ can lay claim to all resources in the water (such as fish) and in the forest (sap, bark, timber),
for up to 500 m from each bank of the tatas, a number that informants of all ages agreed upon. However,
This answer reflects the statement made by villagers about tabat that a conservation agency had built in the peatland and that could no longer hold
water: ‘We did not destroy the tabat, we only made a canal.’ A tabat is a blockade on a tatas or kanal. Wetlands International began damming canals
in some areas (before the KFCP project began), with the aim of maintaining water levels in the peatland during the dry season. Tabat prevent boats
from passing and hamper people’s access to the peatland. Instead of destroying the barrier, people dug a new ditch, so no one could accuse them of
breaking the law.
37
It is worth noting that no village chief directly admitted to having a role in this process; however, in an interview, one of the village heads gave the
impression that joining the company’s scheme was the best option for the villagers because oil palm will generate greater profits than forest trees.
38
It is almost certain that all tatas in the peatland area are named for men because extracting forest products such as sap, bark and timber is a man’s
job, according to local customs.
36
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some informants pointed out that a logging group can typically drag logs from the tree to the tatas for no
more than about 200 m.
In practice, a tatas is built incrementally, and the founder extracts adjacent resources while building the tatas.
For example, by the time someone completes 8 km of tatas, resources along the way would have already
been harvested.
Informants pointed out that the ownership associated with a tatas covers the resources only, but not the
land itself. This extends from the fact that until the time of the EMRP canals, the people had had no use for
the peatland, other than extracting products from the trees that grew on it. Claims to own the peatland itself
began to emerge after the EMRP canals were constructed. Recently, rumours have spread throughout the
community that outside investors are planning to claim and use the peatland for oil palm plantations.
Some villagers have begun to overturn the conventional understanding that the right extended only to the
resources by claiming ownership of the peatland on either side of their tatas also. The case of the monopoly
claim (mapakehang petak or mangoho) described above is an example of an attempt to extend a claim beyond
the limits of convention. Such claims are not seen as illegal, but are certainly not socially acceptable. Tatas
owners can apply other techniques to gain a monopoly over land. For example, by digging branches off the
main tatas at short intervals (approximately 1 km), the tatas founder lays claim not only to resources along
the main tatas but also resources between tatas branches, thus precluding other people from using those
resources. Tatas founders can also take advantage of the requirement that others must seek their permission
before building connecting tatas and impede others’ access by withholding permission. In the case of the
peatland monopoly in Sungai Kurik (Block E), the tatas owner has a strong claim to resources along the river,
because the tatas connects directly to the river. Custom holds that the river is public access but the tatas is
private access.
Right to levy a toll for use of tatas
A tatas founder has the right to levy a toll (cok) on anyone who wishes to use the tatas to transport logs from
the forest. It is not clear when this rule started, but informants stated that the rule is very lucrative during the
peak logging season. The levy due is 10% of the logs transported via the tatas. The local people call this ‘10:1’:
for every 10 logs transported, the tatas owner can claim one.
The 10% rule applies strictly to logs, but not to gemor bark or rattan. Several informants said that tatas owners
usually set a lower fee for the transport of gemor bark and rattan, largely because these products are more
difficult to find than timber. However, an informant in Katunjung told of a gemor collector who transported
gemor bark from 27 km away, in the Sambo channel (Kahayan Watershed), and had to pay Rp 50 000 for each
quintal of dry gemor bark brought through the tatas; this amount was almost equivalent to 10% of the sale
price in Katunjung. In another case, a tatas owner in Tanjung Kalanis stated that he no longer makes people
seeking gemor bark pay the cok, but he does still require 10% of the harvest from loggers.
Box 21. Sharing the tatas toll
Some main tatas have branches with different owners. For example, the main tatas might belong to A, the first
branch to B, the first sub-branch to C and the next sub-branch to D. In these cases, the cok (‘toll’) is divided as
follows: A receives 10% of the timber collected by B. If C moves timber through B’s and A’s tatas, he has to pay
10% to A, who will give a quarter of that to B. If D moves timber through C’s, B’s and A’s tatas, he has to pay
10% to A; A then will give a quarter of that to B, who will then give a proportion of his share to C, according to
an agreement they reach between themselves.
Source: An interviewee in the study
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Reclaiming tatas
After the EMRP canals were constructed in 1995, water levels dropped and many streams and tatas became
disconnected from main waterways and dried up. People began using the new canals instead, feeling that the
canals gave them faster access to the forest and peatland areas. Tatas owners, however, were disadvantaged
because their tatas had become useless and they lost their investment. According to several informants, tatas
owners were paid compensation at the start of the canal development project.
Nevertheless, a small group of villagers tend to use their customary claim to the tatas as a bargaining tool
when negotiating with outside groups wanting to implement some kind of program (especially conservation)
in the peatland area. As mentioned above, local customs give the tatas founder rights to the resources
along the tatas, not to the land itself, and that use right endures only as long as resources are being actively
extracted. Hence, the practice of citing a claim to tatas that have fallen into disuse draws not on actual rights
but rather on power relations (this does not apply for tatas that continue to function).
4.2.3 Access to extract forest products
For local people, natural forest (himba) is a common, public resource, so long as no one has developed or
managed it. Forest products such as timber, latex, bark and rattan have long been an important livelihood
source for communities in the KFCP project area.
Extraction of latex, gemor bark and rattan
Extraction of rubber, bark, timber and rattan is influenced by market demand. Villagers used also to collect
the sap of pantung, ehang, katiau and hangkang wood but no longer do so. Although people continue to
gather rattan and gemor bark, both these activities are stagnating because of low prices and limited supplies.
Fewer people are engaging in these activities now, with many instead turning to gold dredging or small-scale
rubber cultivation.
Resource extraction is based on the principle of ‘first come, first served’, an approach that encourages
overexploitation (Hardin 1967). Overexploitation has been observed in recent decades, both through legal
mechanisms such as the award of forest concessions and through illegal methods. Galudra et al. (2009) and
McCarthy (2013) described in detail the competition to exploit resources in the EMRP area over the past
three decades, substantively highlighting local customs concerning free access to forest resources.
Despite the complex relationships among the various actors seeking to exploit natural resources in the EMRP
area, the present description focuses exclusively on how local community members gain access to NTFPs and
how they maintain that access. The original tradition for gaining such access began with exploration: people
would open up a trail (e.g. making a rintis pantung) or conduct a survey to find a good location for harvesting.
In the past, a rintis pantung marked out a cluster of pantung trees that would be tapped for the latex. This
kind of groundwork forms a valid basis for a claim to use the resources. However, resin is extracted from
ehang, hangkang and katiau trees, and bark from gemor trees, by cutting the trees directly. Therefore, the
claim implied by exploration had to be strengthened by leaving a mark. People can also make marks in trees
along the road to the harvest site. A claim may be lost if there is no extraction underway and marks have
disappeared.
As sap and latex are collected by cutting trees, the tapper aims to collect as much as possible before other
people arrive. Tappers therefore usually build a makeshift hut near the harvest site and stay in the forest for
several days, until they have gathered all that they can. The situation is different for gemor bark collectors,
according to one collector, as the availability of the bark in a site varies over time. For example, a felled gemor
tree could regrow, and more bark could be taken after 4 years, but during those 4 years, the trees reverted to
common access. That is, they see all forest trees as being public property and never private property, even if
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planted; that is, in contrast to cultivated plants such as rubber trees, sengon trees and other crops, planting a
forest tree such as gemor is not considered a valid claim for private ownership39. This is an important point to
consider for conservation projects in the Kapuas area that involve reforestation using forest trees.
Potential for conflicts with conservation project proponents
Laws restricting the extraction of timber do not apply to NTFPs such as latex, bark and rattan. Therefore, even
while laws deter people from logging in the natural forest, instead inducing them to change (reluctantly) to
another sector in which they do not break the law (or have only a small risk of non-compliance), collectors
of NTFPs can continue their traditional practice. Under indigenous laws and social conventions, they are
categorised as ‘authorised users’. During the period when the government was issuing HPH concessions,
collectors co-existed within a territory, collecting different commodities. From a positive law perspective, they
are considered de facto users but without de jure rights.
These ‘users’ can potentially come into conflict with those seeking to implement conservation programs and
be seen as ‘proprietors’, for the following two reasons.
First, conservationists and users have different conceptions of access to forest products. For example,
according to an informant, when the Borneo Orangutan Survival Foundation (BOSF) sought to restrict access
to forest in the Tuanan area, citing the positive law, the organisation met with resistance from local residents,
who consider themselves authorised users of the forest resources. Similarly, local resistance to efforts to
close off tatas throughout the KFCP project area (in this case, KFCP acted as the proprietor) can also be
viewed as a matter of different conceptions, even though KFCP did not cite positive law in maintaining its
position but rather sought agreement and to pay compensation The source of this resistance is clear when
considering that people who make a living by gathering NTFPs tend to be among the poorest in the village,
and that restricting their access based on positive law without providing them with an alternative source of
income takes away their livelihood. This may resonate with NGOs dedicated to the protection of Indigenous
rights. Therefore, KFCP’s empowerment programs should give priority to this marginalised group.
Second, the customary view that planting forest trees does not legitimise a claim to private ownership may
have negative implications for KFCP’s reforestation program. As far as locals are concerned, they have the
right to extract resources – by cutting the trees – from any gemor, hangkang, katiau and ehang trees planted.
The risk of destructive exploitation is lowest for jelutung or pantung trees, as their latex is extracted through
tapping, not by cutting. The customary view of forest trees should be a consideration when selecting trees for
reforestation programs.
Access to timber
Local community members see timber-producing trees the same way as they do sap- and bark-producing
trees: they are public access. With timber, however, the rules are stricter. The official law requires possession
of a licence before timber can be extracted and the availability of trees for logging depends on the legal
status of the forest (e.g. whether the Ministry of Forestry has designated it as production forest, protection
forest, etc.). Hence, government regulations restrict access to use or control timber resources. Despite these
laws, however, logging, both illegal and legal, was prevalent from 1970 until the post-Soeharto era. From the
perspective of positive law, the company granted the concession is the ‘proprietor’ with the legal right to use
the resources; people who extract timber from within the concession area are de facto users without any
legal right; those who extract timber outside the concession area are also de facto users but are authorised
under indigenous laws and local customs.

An informant in Tanjung Kalanis told how he had planted and cultivated gemor trees in a location by his tatas. When he went back to harvest the bark
a couple of years later, he saw that someone else had already done so. He had no claim for compensation, not only because he never knew who took
the bark but also because gemor trees are conceived of as forest vegetation, and hence available to access freely.
39
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Schemes for gaining access to extract timber
Before the introduction of forest timber concessions (HPHs), local residents harvested timber independently,
according to accepted customs, and did not require a special licence to log on indigenous land. When the
government began granting companies concessions, some local people were employed by the company, which
gave them rights-based access to logging. Other local people also continued to extract timber independently
but some of them colluded with company employees and sold their timber to the company; these loggers can
be categorised as de facto users operating under the cover of the company’s legal rights.
When the EMRP canals were being built, some villagers gained access to trees felled during the construction
of the canals, by making deals with the project operators. Regardless of their legal status at that time, these
villagers were in fact gaining access to timber in the peatland area, which they then sold to the timber
companies.
During the post-Soeharto era, many wealthy local residents were awarded legitimate forest use licences.
These licences effectively put them in the category of authorised user, or even proprietor (who has the right
to develop land). Several former timber company employees used their own capital to establish logging
enterprises for which they recruited other villagers; these business owners generally did not have an official
permit and so can fall into the category of ‘claimants’. This era was also marked by the rise of timber toke
among local people in the Kapuas area, as well as brokers who organised local businesses into collectives.
According to several informants, the shift from the dominance of big logging companies in the late 1980s to the
dominance of local timber toke in the post-Soeharto era led to the emergence of many timber cooperatives in
the Mantangai area. Many Javanese migrants were among the workers; indeed, one informant in Mantangai
Hulu said that most of the workers in the business he had run were Javanese. These local timber toke fall
into the category of ‘claimant’, because they were the ones who decided which areas would be exploited,
based on estimates made during exploration. At that time, many of these logging businesses made new tatas
through the peatland.
Capital was a determining factor for starting a timber business because of the need to cover both the costs
of equipment (chainsaw, tools, fuels) and the operating costs associated with hiring workers to fell trees over
several days and transporting the logs to the river for sale to a distributor or bansaw. To stay in business,
operators needed not just financial capital but also social capital, such as the ability to build networks with
parties outside the village (e.g. security guards, government officials, timber companies). This feature is
certainly not unique to the Kapuas area, but is common to all areas with exploitation of forest resources.
In short, timber toke maintained their access rights through the control of technology (logging machinery),
financial capital, workers, market networks and social relations.
The timber boom is evidence of the view among the local people that the peat swamp forests, from which
the timber was so heavily extracted, are open access. At that time, logging groups in the Mantangai area and
as far as Katunjung came not only from nearby villages but also from other places, including Kapuas, Pulang
Pisau, Jangkang, Tamiang, Muroi, Kaladan and Dadahup. A mantir in one village said that they never forbade
anyone from outside Mantangai from extracting timber, because customary law holds that anyone can use
forest resources so long as there is no prior claim. It should also be noted that the introduction of the EMRP
caused a major transformation of tenure in the region followed by massive exploitation (McCarthy 2013) and
ecological disasters (Galudra et al. 2009). In this context, villagers in the EMRP areas had little option but to
join in the widespread exploitation of forest and peatland resources.
Most of the timber toke who succeeded during the timber boom continue to dominate village economies,
usually both as traders and as owners of smallholder rubber plantations. When the swallow’s nest business
developed in villages in the Mantangai area, the pioneers of the business, who built birdhouses in every
village, were former timber toke who had derived such ‘blessings’ from the logging business in the 1980s.
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Claims to standing trees, fallen trees and stumps
Any source of forest timber, whether standing trees, trees that fell during forest fires or stumps left over from
logging, are considered to be common resources that anyone can use. Timber trees in the forest are seen as
public resources whereas those in plantation areas are classified as private property. However, an informant
said that the nuances of public ownership still apply to timber trees that grow naturally in a plantation area. If
a timber tree is planted in the plantation area, it is categorised as privately owned, but if it grows naturally, it
may be categorised as publicly owned. An informant told of how a family member (his nephew) had felled a
tree growing on his farm without his permission; his nephew saw this as acceptable because of the view that
naturally growing trees are common resources.
Fires in the peatland left many trees dead, some of which then fell. Villagers have begun using that timber
to build boats and make charcoal. Fallen trees in burnt-out land and logging stumps are seen as common
resources. For example, residents of Sei Ahas are free to take fallen trees in Katunjung, and vice versa; the
Palingkau are free to come to the Mantangai River to extract stumps and make them into charcoal. The simple
procedure to claim a piece of timber or a living tree is to mark the tree as a way of staking a claim to it (this
puts the person into the category of claimant). People must then respect each other’s marks. Compliance
with this system of signs is governed by social mechanisms, which guarantees that villagers do not have
disputes over the same resources.
4.2.4 Hunting access
Anyone can hunt the wild animals that live in the forest, whether in their own or another village area, as game
is deemed common property. Hunting and trapping are seen as minor businesses, rather than commercial
enterprises. To exercise the right to hunt, the hunter must possess the necessary technology (hunting and
trapping tools), knowledge about prey and sufficient capital to cover operating costs. Night-time hunting
requires a gun or spear; daytime hunting also requires hunting dogs, a hunting team (social network) and the
knowledge of the prey’s location and habits (knowledge). The use of traps requires specialist technical skills as
well as knowledge about the animals’ habits in order to determine the location of the trap. Those who place
traps in the forest must put up signs to warn passers-by. Indigenous laws (Article 82, see Ilon 1987) impose a
severe penalty on anyone who places traps that kill or injure another person.
4.2.5 Access to water resources
Fishing
All fish are categorised as free access, except those in beje. Although in principle everyone is free catch fish,
legal, customary and social rules impose restrictions on that access. Government regulations ban the use
of poison and electrocution in fishing because these methods violate the principles of sustainable resource
management. Nevertheless, these techniques are practised illicitly, as I witnessed during the fieldwork. Social
conventions allow the use of a limited amount of plant-based poison (tuba), but an indigenous legal provision
penalises anyone who uses poisons that pollute the bathing area (Article 41 on singer tuwe talian, a fine on
the use of poison in fishing grounds and bathing areas)40.
Access to fishing requires possession of technology (fishing equipment), supporting tools, capital and
knowledge about where to catch fish. In villages in the research area, fishers generally work alone, without
the need for a number of workers to form a work unit. One fisher performs all the tasks – setting up the
traps or nets, watching them and taking out the fish. However, usually several people, all from the same
household, are involved in fishing in the lake, beje or baruh. Lake fishing generally requires not only possession

It is forbidden to use poison in the river, lake, baruh or other places where people bathe. People can summons the perpetrator to be tried in a
traditional meeting. The perpetrator may be punished with a singer (fine) of 15–30 kati ramu (see Ilon 1987:74).
40
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of equipment but also financial capital, workers and a distribution network. Fishers usually stake a claim over
a lake fishing area by building a makeshift hut, and this claim is respected so long as the claimant fishes in
the location regularly. People are free to fish anywhere outside their village boundaries, so long as there is no
prior claim. In this way, water resources are governed by the same conventions as land resources.
By contrast, only the person who built a beje has the right to fish there, as constructing a beje requires a
considerable financial outlay, workers and technology. The beje owner also gains authority over the beje
site through inheritance, purchase or social position. If the area around the beje is larger than 2 ha, the beje
owner must obtain an indigenous land Statement of Ownership to strengthen the authority claim. The claim
over a beje can be inherited. The beje maker therefore has the status of ‘owner’, because he has the full suite
of rights: fishing, managing, distribution of benefits and authority to divert others’ rights of control.
There are authority claims to fishing grounds in the river that are similar to the beje. In villages in Block E,
where fishing is important for the local economy, certain families maintain traditional control over waterways
and streams. This system began with those families exercising a monopoly over use of fishing grounds, with
their claim later strengthened by their practice of maintaining the area (e.g. clearing away overgrowth and
fallen trees). The accepted social convention in the society is that an individual or family that regularly fishes
in a place can consider it their ‘territory’. People can strengthen their claims to fishing grounds in an estuary
to the Kapuas River by building a gate (usually from wood) to the estuary, by which the gate-builder prevents
others from accessing the fishing grounds. Anyone who controls part of the river in this way falls into the
category of ‘owner’, because they have the right to fish, manage the area, and determine who benefits and
how it is used.
Baruh-baruh, where people fish by ngeruhi during the dry season, are free access, operating under the same
principle of ‘first come, first served’ that applies to NTFPs. Ways to stake a claim to a baruh include clearing
away bushes and trees and opening up an access way to the baruh. Several informants said that residents of
Dadahup often came to Mantangai waterways to fish in the baruh but there is no social mechanism preventing
them from doing so. The person who uses the baruh is categorised as an ‘authorised user’, because he benefits
from the use of the resources but without engaging in any management or development.
Gold dredging
Establishing a gold dredging business in the Kapuas River area requires a considerable capital outlay, as
the lanting (floating house) that carries the suction machine costs more than Rp 20 million. Those without
the capital can buy the equipment and lanting on credit, which necessitates a relationship with a wealthy
investor or broker. The equipment itself does not form a major barrier, as the dredging machinery is simple
and operating it does not require special skills.
Gold dredging also requires a suitable location. Even though the surface or water in the river is understood
to be public access, the riverbed is conceived as being owned by the same person who owns the land beside
that part of the river. The territory is marked by an imaginary line running down the centre of the river. As
placing a lanting in the centre of the river would disrupt boat traffic, lanting are placed on the edge of the
river, and the lanting owner must obtain permission to operate there from the person claiming ownership
of the riverside land. Landowners usually grant such permission after agreeing with the applicant on one of
the following two payment schedules: the lanting owner pays the landowner a fee in the range of Rp 2.5–
3 million, or they agree on a percentage-based profit-sharing scheme.
A simple dredging operation needs at least three or four workers. Workers are easily recruited, especially
given current legal restrictions on forest use. Profit-sharing schemes generally apply, where workers receive
half of the weekly yield, distributed equally among them all.
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Water bodies
Claims to a body of water are related to how the resource is used. The main resource uses of water bodies are
fishing and gold dredging, and the characteristics of access to and control over these resources are associated
with the nature of the activity, that is, extracting or processing.
Waterways are also important for transport, for which use they are free access. Access to some waterways
may be restricted, for example through the use of gates to block streams used for fishing in villages in Block
E. The tatas system also imposes restrictions on resource use because anyone who wishes to use another’s
tatas, for example to transport logs, must pay a levy. However, people may have no interest in using someone’s
tatas, given the associated levy and the ‘right’ of the tatas owner to exploit NTFPs for 1 km along the tatas,
unless there is a clear and compelling economic rationale. Nevertheless, the tatas is necessary for gaining
access to lucrative resources.
The canals developed by the government as part of the EMRP are seen as public transport routes. Any attempt
to claim or blockade these canals to prevent anyone from using them is not socially acceptable, because of
the absence of any individual rights. However, this very characteristic makes it easier for people, including
those around Kapuas, Pulang Pisau and Kahayan, to enter the peatland area and extract resources, while
also reducing the strength of the tatas system. The canals have also granted easier access to the Mantangai
waterway for residents of Dadahup and Palingkau, who enter to fish in the baruh-baruh and to make charcoal
from tree stumps. Thanks to the canals, anyone with a jukung or motorboat with technical skills, financial
capital, knowledge, market networks, social capital and authority can enter the peatland area and extract
resources. These canals are therefore the main factor driving changes in resource rights in the EMRP peatland
area.

Summary of main points
•

•

•

•

•

•
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This section examines how villagers in the study area can gain access to natural resources based on the
traditions or customary laws that prevail in their societies. It also looks at how local communities have
responded to the arrival of external parties seeking access and control over resources.
The study area is subject to two non-aligned legal systems: the de jure authority of the State legal
framework and the de facto authority of customary law. In this context of legal pluralism, four different
concepts of land rights are in play: a) State or positive law; b) local government regulations recognising
customary rights; c) NGO discourses about indigenous rights; and d) local practices.
The Dayak do not appear to have the concepts of ‘communal land’ or ‘communal ownership’, which were
introduced from Sumatra and are not compatible with Dayak culture. Rather, they see all land as open
access, even to people from outside the community, unless someone has already staked a claim to that
land in the form of some kind of value-added. Use and access rights are derived from actual management
of the resources, not merely from ideological claims.
Villagers see their land as extending no more than 5 km back from the Kapuas River. This distance is
determined by both ecological (the area covered by alluvial soils) and cultural (customary law) factors.
Land beyond this is peatland, which is not suitable for cultivation.
As peatland is not suitable for agriculture, access rights apply only to resources for extraction, and not
to the land itself. However, claims to own peatland began to emerge after the EMRP canals were built,
especially as people were able to start growing crops on canal banks. Such claims do not necessarily
violate customary law, but they are socially unacceptable.
Resources in peatland are seen as open access. Natural forest too is seen as a common, public resource
and customary law holds that anyone can use forest resources so long as there is no prior claim. This may
explain why villagers made no effort to stop the influx of outsiders during the timber boom of the 1980s
and 1990s.
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Extraction of natural resources is based on the principle of ‘first come, first served’, open to anyone, local
or not. As the population and competition grow, this approach encourages overexploitation. This has
been exacerbated by the EMRP canals, which have made it easier for people to enter the peatland area
and extract resources.
Converting primary forest to farmland is a legitimate means of staking a claim over that land. Secondary
forest can similarly be converted and the land claimed, so long as there is no evidence of a prior claim. To
retain a claim to land, it is necessary to continue to work it. In particular, the presence of rubber trees has
come to be an accepted mark of private ownership. This may be one of the reasons behind the expansion
of smallholder rubber plantations at the expense of food crops.
Local people see forest trees as being public property and never private property, even if planted on private
property, and planting forest trees does not legitimise a private property claim. By contrast, cultivated
plants such as rubber trees and other crops are considered to support a claim of private property. This is
an important point to consider if planning reforestation projects using forest trees.
The EMRP canals are seen as public transport routes. Any attempt to claim or block these canals to
prevent others from using them is not socially acceptable.
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5. SOCIAL MAPPING OF RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
This section describes the social map of resource management in the research sites. That is, it maps out the
social units, social networks and institutions present in village community life, especially those related to the
management of natural resources and resource extraction. Section 5.1 briefly describes the socioeconomic
production units related to access to natural resources in forest and peatland. Section 5.2 looks at group
cooperation for the management of natural resources, both groups formed through community initiatives
and those formed by outsiders. Section 5.3 looks at the communities’ perceptions and expectations in relation
to the proposed collaborative management of forest and peatland in the Kapuas River Basin as part of the
KFCP REDD+ project.

5.1 Management of economic production
Section 4 mapped out natural resource use in the research site: how people gain, control and maintain
access to natural resources, including mechanisms and power relations related to technological expertise,
financial capital, knowledge, market networks, authority, social identity and social relations. As seen, access
and use rights are derived from actual management of the resources, not merely from ideological claims.
Furthermore, communities’ use of natural resources and their livelihood strategies are closely related to the
ecological features of the physical landscapes (land and water) in which they live.
A logical consequence of this is the growing trend for people to generate an income from multiple sources.
The following quote from an informant in Katunjung aptly reflects the reality of life in the study villages:
‘People here have no specific type of job, but a mix of jobs. Sometimes people collect wood, sometimes they
collect gemor, sometimes latex: it depends on the resource that can be used.’
The following illustrative example from Katunjung provides further details. Katunjung was selected because
its ecological features reflect a mix of those of both Block A and Block E; that is, in Block A, the landscape is
such that the main sources of income are rubber tapping and farming, and fishing and NTFP extraction are
secondary, whereas in Block E, fishing and NTFP extraction are the primary sources of income and farming is
secondary (KFCP Document 2009).
A total of 149 household heads out of 176 households in Katunjung were asked about their sources of income
over the course of a year. The 149 respondents engaged in a total of 292 items of work, giving an average of 1.9
items of work per person. Types of economic activities were: small-scale rubber cultivation (39 respondents),
food crop farming (49), fishing (30), gemor bark collection (53), rattan collection (16), logging (38), kerja mas
(gold dredging) (28), handyman (5), trade (12), hunting (13), wage labour (3) and employment (6).41 The
distribution and combinations of this work are described in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

The term ‘employment’ here captures those who work as public school teachers or contract teachers as well as staff in an organisation.

41
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Figure 5. Distribution of economic activities among household heads
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Figure 6. Combinations of economic activities performed by household heads in a year
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A more detailed description of the types of work that form each of the combinations in Figure 6 is given in
Table 7.
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Table 7. Combinations of economic activities for 149 household heads
No. of economic
activities

No. of household
heads

Variations

Five

3

(a) rubber, farming, gemor, rattan, timber
(b) farming, fishing, rattan, timber, handyman

Four

10

(a) rubber, farming, gemor, timber
(b) rubber, farming, gemor, rattan
(c) rubber, farming, rattan, timber
(d) farming, fishing, gemor, timber
(e) farming, fishing, rattan, timber
(f) farming, fishing, gemor, rattan

Three

22

(a) rubber, farming, timber
(b) rubber, farming, fishing
(c) farming, gemor, timber
(d) farming, gemor, gold
(e) farming, fishing, timber

Two

57

(a) rubber, farming
(b) rubber, fishing
(c) farming, fishing
(d) fishing, gemor
(e) gemor, timber
(f) gemor, gold

One (single)

57

rubber (4)
farming (3)
fishing (6)
gemor (8)
gold (14)
timber (3)
trade (9)
employment (5)
labour (3)

It may be assumed that the more economic activities an individual has, the greater that person’s access
to natural resources. For example, a combination of smallholder rubber plantation and farming suggests a
household with productive land under private ownership. If this assumption is used as a benchmark, then
only 88 of the 149 respondents have the necessary access to land to engage in rubber plantation management
(39 household heads) and farming (49 household heads). According to the informants in Katunjung, all
households have access to alluvial land, or at least, each had received 1 ha of land following a redistribution
in the village a couple of years before 2011. However, not all villagers manage their land as productive land,
especially those whose livelihoods are based on resource extraction; this group fits the category defined by
Schlager and Ostrom (1992) as ‘having property (the right to benefit) without access (the ability to benefit)’.
That is, they have rights to the land but do not have the necessary capital or labour to add value to the land,
and so it remains unproductive (renting out land is uncommon in the village).
The analysis of the combinations of economic activities is not supplemented with an analysis of income
levels. Therefore, it is not known whether engaging in a large number of activities has a positive correlation
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to a higher income level or, vice versa, whether those with the fewest activities have the lowest income;
further analysis is necessary to determine this. However, I assume that the greater the number of activities
undertaken, the greater the household’s economic vulnerability, especially if their livelihood strategies do
not include access to productive agricultural land (rubber and farming). The basis for this assumption is that
income from extractive activities is falling, as observed by NTFP collectors and local traders. Among those
with only a single economic activity, those who depend on activities such as cultivating rubber, farming or
trading are presumably more economically secure than those who depend exclusively on resource extraction,
such as gemor bark collecting, kerja kayu (logging) or kerja mas (gold dredging). Members of this latter group
presumably continue with a single type of work in resource extraction because they cannot gain access to
other sectors.
This context in which livelihood strategies ‘depend on what resources can be used’ (paraphrasing from the
informant quoted above) has led to the development of two modes of resource management: a) a low
level of agricultural intensification (rubber and rice) because of constraints with time, capital, technology
and available labour, which means yields are sufficient only for the household’s subsistence needs; and b)
extraction patterns or overexploitation induced by the free access to resources in the forest and peatland
area. In the case of this second mode, the expression ‘first come, first served’ aptly captures the reality of
natural resource management. That is, someone who collects NTFPs would try to collect as much as possible
at the first opportunity, because there is no guarantee that he or she will have the same opportunity on
another day (see Section 4 for more on patterns of access to extractive resources).
The practice of combining a number of economic activities has also led to the development of dynamic
economic production units, because individuals in the unit shift their orientation in response to the prevalent
economic interest. The food crop farmer unit (as the basis of household food production) and the rubber
(plantation) farmer unit are examples of relatively established economic production units, because the
allocation of work and time has been institutionalised in the household. In recent years, farming has been
constrained by natural factors (seasons), anthropogenic disasters (fire) and government policy (ban on burning
for clearing farmland). Problems for smallholder rubber farmers are a lack of technology and a shortage of
capital for intensification.
Economic production units in the extractive sectors are always changing in response to market demand (see
Homma 1996). Market demand has been the only objective factor driving villagers to engage in particular
extractive activities. When the market called for rubber, the villagers set up rubber production units; similarly
with the ‘ramin wood season’, rattan and gemor bark: when their commercial value rises, villagers react by
harvesting more. When the kerja kayu (logging) business began to stagnate, people moved to other extractive
activities such as gold dredging. This approach to extractive production requires individuals to work together
to establish management work units. Groups for the extraction of latex, rattan and gemor bark are artificial,
in that they are ‘a group of people’ who go together into the forest in search of NTFPs but each member of
the group works individually; this group has a stronger social function than economic function. By contrast,
logging and gold dredging have genuine production units, in that group members work together and share
the profits. Such groups are divided socially, between those who own the capital/production unit and the
workers.
In such a dynamic productive economy, people are forced to move between statuses: as ‘owners’, who are
independent in farming and plantation management; as ‘authorised users’ or ‘claimants’, who are exploitative
in the extraction of NTFPs; or as ‘users’ or ‘proprietors’ in logging and gold dredging. It can be assumed that
the shift from one type of extractive work to another establishes and strengthens the preference among
villagers in the research area for exploitation of natural resources as a livelihood strategy. As seen, during
the past five decades, the extractive economy has been dominant in villages in the Kapuas area, a trend
intensified by the government policy that led to the wholesale destruction of peat swamp forests (the EMRP).
This type of extractive economy could also form a cultural obstacle, creating resistance among villagers to
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conservation programs such as KFCP, which encourages villagers to engage in forest conservation. In my
opinion, if conservation programs in peatland areas are to be successful, they should aim to effect a shift in
the economy away from the dominance of resource extraction.

5.2 Traditions of group cooperation
5.2.1 Example of good practice: Handil system
The tradition of the handil system of natural resource management (see Section 3.1.2 for details) is an
example of a form of economic production management that is relatively strong and established at the group
level. Collective management under the handil model has a long tradition in villages in the KFCP project area,
and, in this section, the model is examined as a form of labour unit and an example of a traditional social
institution for cooperation.
The handil provides several examples of good practice from which collective management in other sectors
can learn.
1. The location and borders of the handil are defined at the outset, which means that the handil area always
remains free from private claims.
2. A handil has a management team consisting of the head, who is the lead decision- and policymaker, and
several heads of padang (field), who serve as technical managers in the field. The management team
functions as a ‘proprietor’, exercising the right to decide who can access and use resources in the handil
area (exclusion right) and how resources can be used. However, the management team has no right of
alienation over land in the handil, although in some conditions they can transfer temporary management
rights to someone else.
3. Handil management operates under a code of conduct that serves as guidelines for members and that
imposes penalties for violation of the rules.
4. A handil member who meets certain requirements may acquire a plot of land in the handil with private
ownership status. The handil is thus more of a management unit than an owner with the authority to
transfer the right of land ownership.
5. The handil management team has the authority to mobilise members to undertake canal maintenance,
gotong royong (mutual cooperation) activities in the land preparation season and control over burning
to prevent forest fires.
These features of the handil management model are not found in the management systems for resource
extraction. Even though the managers of logging and gold dredging economic production units exercise a kind
of proprietary function, there is no management team that exercises authority and cultural power similar to
those of the head of handil and head of padang. The tradition of group cooperation in the extractive production
unit differs from collective cooperation in the handil unit in several respects. A significant differentiating
factor is that private rights are not acknowledged in extractive resource management, whereas private rights
are accommodated in handil management. A claim for private control over resource extraction in peatland is
effectively an individual claim for ownership without the collective nature of management that characterises
the handil management framework. As a result, individual claims tend to lead to monopolies, such as the
mapakehang petak or mangoho described in Section 4.2.2.
The handil model could potentially be adapted to the peatland conservation management framework of the
KFCP project. The approach taken by KFCP of establishing a tim pelaksanaan kegiatan (‘activities management
team’) and tim pengawas (‘supervisory/monitoring unit’) to oversee and run the reforestation project is
similar to the head of handil and head of padang system. A powerful positive aspect of the handil system
is that handil members have a relatively strong ‘sense of belonging’ to the area unit, and the handil system
has been integrated into the local culture to the extent that it forms part of ‘local wisdom’. Obviously, some
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sociocultural shift will be needed to translate the handil system into the peatland conservation management
system, so that local communities can see how conservation management activities form part of their own
positive traditions.
5.2.2 Example of failed practice: Farmers groups
Farmers groups are an example of failed attempts at collective cooperation, given that no farmers group
has ever lasted long. An interesting finding from the collection of information on village social groups was
that almost all villages have many names for farmers groups. For example, in Mantangai Hulu, eight farmers
groups were identified, which were established in 2003, 2006 and 2007; in Katimpun, seven farmers groups
that were established in 2007. However, a closer examination of these groups revealed that none lasted very
long.
Box 22. Farmers groups from an emic perspective
Farmers groups were usually made up of people who farmed in the same area of land. Only those community
members who have land can be part of a farmers group. Group activities concentrated on rice cultivation and
there was no capacity building, although some groups occasionally received assistance from the local office for
agriculture. No groups lasted and members had no motivation to develop or sustain the group. An association
of farmers groups (Gapoktan) was established to bring together existing farmers groups, but it too stopped
functioning.
All the productive land is in use and is under personal ownership. Most is now planted with rubber trees, and
there is no vacant land for other crops, such as vegetables, except the peatland.
Informant: An interviewee in the study

Several factors may explain the failure of farmers groups to function as a collective to improve their members’
productivity.
•

•

•
•

Most farmers groups were established to fulfil the needs of ‘outsiders’; that is, the groups were formed
as part of a development project implemented in the village and so were disbanded after the project was
completed.
Farmers groups often functioned primarily as a ‘bridge’ between the local elite (management board of
the farmers group) and an external donor. Farmers groups were established only to distribute project
assistance formally, and not for empowerment.
Farmers groups did not develop group cohesiveness based on social capital, and no regular activities were
undertaken to build social capital.
The membership of farmers groups changed frequently because people have multiple sources of income
(see Section 5.1) so it was difficult to implement a sustainable group empowerment program.

5.2.3 Competition for positions in project management teams
It is incorrect to say that communities are not interested in group cooperation. On the contrary, most villagers
who feel they have some influence in the village are very keen to earn a position on the committee or on the
management team for a development program run by the government or another organisation. According
to informants, there was clear competition to secure a position on a committee, including for the CERD
(Community Empowerment for Rural Development) program and the Program Nasional Pemberdayaan
Masyarakat Mandiri Pedesaan (PNPM-MP), and even for KFCP’s activities management teams (TPK). However,
this competition is not always healthy, as it creates frictions and factions between villagers for and against
the established committee. Such tensions appear to be a side effect of the conflicts or competitions that arise
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during elections for the head of the village. Political competition usually does not subside after a new village
head, but rather tends to reappear at the time of other events, such as new externally driven development
programs.
Several informants suggested that, in their experience, it is difficult to build cooperation between villagers.
Comments by informants indicate that suspicions between villagers tend to be very high, which hampers
efforts to build the social capital necessary to have sustainable social institutions and development. A teacher
in one village, who is not a native of the village, said, ‘People here are stubborn, and rarely care about
the village if they have no direct interest.’42 Another informant said that the enthusiasm to be on a village
committee is rarely followed by good performance, so the performance of the group really depends on the
performance of the leader, which creates an excess burden for the leader. Another informant attributed this
weakness to the low capacity in the village, as most people have only a primary education.
Box 23. Differences between ADD, PNPM and KFCP

The following is an informant’s assessment of the differences between projects implemented in one village: the
ADD (Village Fund Allocation) project, the PNPM project and the KFCP project.
The ADD project was funded by the local government and managed by a village officer; the financial
management was not transparent to the villagers. The PNPM project, which aimed to develop village
infrastructure (e.g. road, dock, medical centre), was independently managed by an activities management
team (TPK) under the supervision of KPMD (Village Community Empowerment Committee). KPMD and TPKPNPM designed and implemented the project themselves and include a financial accountability mechanism
via the village deliberation (musyawarah) process. However, some villagers believe that TPK-PNPM is not truly
transparent and some suspect that the managers have been taking some funds. According to one of the PNPM
officers, officers can take their payment directly from the project, to the tune of 3% of the total project budget.
There are also suspicions among villagers that some officers make money on construction materials. On the
other hand, TPK-KFCP earned some appreciation in the community because of its transparent recruitment of
labourers for the seedling cultivation and financial reporting through village consensus. Several informants
expressed their strong support for a transparent management scheme because so many development projects
are not managed transparently.

5.2.4 Women’s groups: Social gathering versus savings and loans
The villages have two types of social group whose members are women. The first type is the arisan yasinan
(arisan: social gathering), whose members are exclusively Muslim women. These groups tend to have
longevity. Mantangai Hulu and Katunjung each has a well-established group, which follow similar patterns.
The women in the group gather every Friday night for religious study and discussion, with a different woman
hosting the gathering each week. Each group member pays a certain amount into a pool. For example, the
arisan yasinan in Mantangai Hulu requires its 94 members to pay Rp 10 000/week, so they collect Rp 940 000
each week. At each meeting, they randomly draw the name of the host for the following week’s meeting, and
the winner receives the Rp 940 000 collected. Usually, a host spends about Rp 300 000 on food and drink,
which leaves her with a spare Rp 640 000 to use as savings.
The second type of group, which was established for housewives by a community empowerment organisation
(Care International) in 2007, is known as ‘women’s saving and loans’ (Simpan Pinjam Perempuan; SPP).
Previously, no such groups had ever existed in Mantangai Hulu, Kalumpang, Sei Ahas or Katunjung. SPP groups
extend loans to their members to build a business, and the members then repay the loan in instalments.
However, the field research revealed that SPPs are no longer operating. In Sei Ahas, for example, the program
One informant told of how he watched teenage boys play soccer every day. Although their field was small, they played with more than 24 players at
a time: anyone who wanted to join could and they did not try to play in smaller teams. As a sports teacher and coach, the informant said that he had
repeatedly offered to help them improve their playing techniques and manage the team, but they never accepted his offer. He said this example of
disorganized soccer reflected the characteristic local stubbornness and difficulties in building cooperation between villagers.
42
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officer had built a special building for SPP operations, but the building is now abandoned. An informant said
that the SPP had failed as the savings could not be rotated because the number of loans was low. The SPP in
Mantangai Hulu failed because of the large number of non-performing loans.
A comparison of the features of the two types of groups reveals certain factors that may have contributed to
the success and failure of the arisan system in the yasinan group and the SPPs, respectively. The longevity of
the arisan yasinan in Mantangai Hulu and Katunjung appears to be attributable to the following: a) the group
leader is charismatic and strict, and members trust her to manage the arisan money; and b) strictly enforced
rules ensure that members pay the weekly amount due, with social sanctions imposed on members who
violate that trust. Factors contributing to the failure of the SPPs are: a) the belief that the savings and loan
fund is a grant and therefore does not have to be repaid (this belief emerged from common experiences in
rural areas that government-initiated loan programs generally fail to function as revolving funds); and b) the
absence of a mechanism to prevent people from gaining access to the organisation’s money, which means
that even people with a poor track record in borrowing could still use the money.
5.2.5 Social network: Trade chains versus speculative chains
Social networks governing natural resources extend beyond the family unit, family groups in villages and
social groups in the community. Field findings showed that social relations are at play in establishing networks
between people with direct links to the natural resources around them and to other social actors outside
their communities. These social networks can be simplified down to two types: trade chains and speculative
chains. These types are established with the same motives – economic interest – but with different modi
operandi. The trade chain social network works through the circulation of real commodities, whereas the
speculative chain social network works through the public asset commodification discourse.
Trade chain social networks
With the exception of food products, all the products harvested from natural resources in the KFCP project
area flow from upstream to downstream through market mechanisms. Involved in the process are villagers
as producers (through farming or extraction of forest products), village agents (for consolidation of forest
products at the village level), second-tier agents (in the sub-district or commodity circulation centres such
as Mantangai, Kaladan, Dadahup and Kapuas) and traders (toke and investors, based in cities such as Kuala
Kapuas and Banjarmasin). On the surface, the most obvious economic actors in the market are those who
work for a profit: producers sell their products to the first-tier trader, the commodity then moves to the second
tier, and so on. However, a deeper look shows that other networks are also functioning within the trade chain,
particularly family relations and patron–client relations. An example of a patron–client relationship is that
between the gemor bark collectors and the first-tier broker, because the broker also extends credit to the
collectors. Family relationships are prevalent between the first- and second-tier traders, as family relations
are used to maintain market access.
Similar patterns are seen in the opposite direction. Basic household items, staples, appliances, production
equipment and production support flow from the city to remote villages through the ‘merchant boat’ value
chain run by the Banjar people in Nagara (South Kalimantan). At first, the economic relationship with the
market actor of the ‘merchant boat’ operating along the Kapuas River resembles the economic relationship
between regular market actors. That is, the big ship is the ‘distributor’, as each week it is moored at the
dock of the Mantangai market to supply ‘merchant boats’, which function as ‘retailers’ in the villages along
the river. Again, a closer look shows that actors are bound to each other based on area of origin (Nagara),
ethnicity (Banjar) and ideology (Islam). According to informants in Mantangai, actors in one network are also
bound by a spiritual leader who ‘regulates’ their trade network over several major rivers.
The relationships between traders (from the ‘merchant boats’ that supply villages along the Kapuas River
from Mantangai to Muroi) and the villagers they visit are also strengthened through non-economic channels.
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Traders facilitate trade relations by giving ngabun (‘credit’) to the villagers. For villagers, this credit is
particularly helpful when they are still waiting for workers to return home with the forest products and during
the off-season, when forest products are not available for extraction. Those who take out loans are primarily
housewives who shop in the merchant boats, and they repay the loans in instalments using agricultural and
forest products. Relationships are further strengthened by marriages between the male crew or owner of the
merchant boat and women in the local villages.
Speculative chain social networks
Speculative chain social networks are built between actors in the village and outside actors based on a mutual
economic interest in speculation. An example of this is the creation of ‘flying SPs’ (Section 4.2.2). This form
of network exists not only within the village but also between villages, with actors in a village collaborating
with actors who are connected to the wider social network throughout the sub-district or regency, actors with
some power in government agencies or private companies seeking land for oil palm plantations. The social
actors in the village speculate between themselves through the ‘commodification’ of peatland that they know
to be State land. In the first level of speculation, the discourse on State land in their village territory that is
outside their control is reduced to the customary land discourse. In the second level of speculation, using the
discourse of customary land, they gather the village elite to offer support to investors, who they expect are
willing to pay compensation for their customary land, and they create the SP. In the next level of speculation,
they offer the villagers SPs for the fictitious land by telling them that they will be able to resell the land to
investors at a much higher rate.
Speculative chain social networks are also based on social relations, such as the same village of origin,
family relations, power networks and information about regional development. In contrast to trade chain
social networks, which operate in the real world through the circulation of actual goods and services, the
speculative chain social network works through the commoditisation of public assets over which they hold no
rights. Another difference is that the trade chain social network works ceaselessly, whereas the speculative
chain social network functions temporarily in response to a wider political-economic situation.

Summary of main points
•
•

•

•

•
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This section maps out the social units, social networks and institutions present in village community life,
especially those related to the management of natural resources and resource extraction.
People base their livelihood strategies on the available natural resources and market demand. As
a result, there is a growing trend for people to generate income from multiple sources. This creates
constraints on time and labour, thus contributing to low agricultural intensification and productivity and
to overexploitation of extractive resources (due to efforts to take as much as possible at a time).
The dominance of the extractive economy may be contributing to the local resistance to conservation
programs that aim to restrict access to natural resources. Effecting a shift away from a predominantly
extractive economy may be necessary if such programs are to succeed.
The society has traditions of group cooperation for agriculture, namely the good-practice handil system
of collective farm management, but not for extractive activities. However, efforts by outsiders (e.g.
development programs) to establish farmers groups have always failed, largely because villagers had no
intrinsic motivation to maintain them. Similarly, a traditional women’s social group functions well but
women’s savings and loan groups formed by outsiders have failed.
Social networks play an important role in the extractive economy, connecting those with links to the
natural resources and those with links to the market. Trade relations appear to dominate, but are
underpinned by social relations, family relations and patron–client relationships. Social networks also
enable land speculation, as local actors with connections to people in the cities and other villages have
greater access to information, which they can exploit for their own benefit.
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CONCLUSION
This study has identified types of access and mapped the social dynamics of local community access to
natural resources in forest and peatland areas in the site of the REDD+ demonstration project run by KFCP.
The research findings suggest several aspects for project implementers to consider, if they are to involve local
communities collaboratively and continuously in the project and hence achieve project success. These points
are as follows.
1. The fact that villagers have private claims to natural resources on alluvial land – claims that are supported
by customary rules – constitutes important capital for encouraging villagers’ involvement in and support
of the KFCP REDD+ project. In particular, as private claims usually apply to agricultural land, landowners
have an interest in protecting their land from the threat of fire. Therefore, owners of farmland should be
made strategic partners for the forest fire prevention division of the KFCP project.
2. Pressure on land is likely to increase in response to population growth and the shortage of available
arable (alluvial) land. Villagers therefore need to improve their agricultural practices, particularly for their
smallholder rubber plantations, to boost their productivity and generate greater income from the same
amount of land. Any peatland rehabilitation program that does not consider ways to improve villagers’
livelihoods risks failure, because of the importance of extraction of peatland resources for local livelihoods.
3. Findings from the field research reveal that most villages need to clear land to grow rice to achieve
household food security. Bans on the use of fire to clear land may prove counterproductive if they are not
accompanied by training in alternative methods. Indeed, government bans on burning have not been able
to stop the practice. One approach could be to reintroduce traditions such as the form of collaborative
farmland management practised by handil groups.
4. The traditional view of peatland and its resources as being open access will require special attention, as it
indicates that community members have little sense of conservation value or maintenance responsibility.
Culturally, peatland is used for extractive activities with the emphasis on exploitation, not cultivation.
Therefore, if the peatland reforestation program is to succeed, sociocultural adjustments will be needed
to instil new values and behaviours aimed at safeguarding trees. Ideas to consider include the following:
a) Encouraging a change in status from open access resources to private property, although this creates
the risk of land grabbing, which could trigger new conflicts within communities.
b) Encouraging a change in status from open access to limited access, managed under village control, for
instance through village forest schemes. However, this would require formal village-level consensus.
It is worth noting also that the development of village forest schemes would require sociocultural
adjustments to institutionalise new concepts of access and control rights so that cross-border
traditions in the use of forest and peatland resources could be localised as villages’ control rights.
This would require broader agreements with all neighbouring village communities.
5. In relation to the option of village forest schemes, customary institutions regulating the protection of
village forest could be strengthened by confirming that the village area will be classified as communal
land (tanah ulayat), with village customary institutions having clear ‘jurisdiction’. However, it should be
noted that a challenge with this approach is that the culture currently lacks both the concept of tanah
ulayat and any community leaders who could serve as primus inter pares. Once again, this option would
require a wise process of sociocultural adjustments to avoid triggering new conflicts. One of the safest
ways would be to use village regulations to formalise the change and inclusive village consultation for all
decisions by customary institutions.
6. If seeking to restrict extractive activities on peatland, alternative livelihoods must be offered to villagers
who have no productive land and who depend on the extraction of timber and non-timber forest products,
so that they are not marginalised. Either directly or indirectly, such villagers have close power relations
with forest-product buying agents and ‘bosses’ inside or outside the village; these local elites will have
reduced earnings if the work of forest-product collectors is disrupted. Therefore, it is essential to find
sustainable alternative sources of income for these villagers so that strategies such as damming and
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blocking canals can be effective. The large-scale migration from many villages in the REDD+ project area
to Pujon and Muroi for gold dredging is one trend that is reducing the exploitation of timber and nontimber forest products. However, a decline in the gold dredging industry will result in people returning to
their villages in search of new ways to make a living.
7. Hard work and patience will be necessary to reorganise villagers’ traditions and patterns of collective
cooperation. Social institutions in villages, particularly those formed as part of development programs,
have sporadically appeared and disappeared. More in-depth studies are required to understand why such
groups fail and to seek solutions. However, it appears that the institutions formed to date were little more
than skeletons or machines, lacking the blood or oil – the social capital – needed to keep them running.
One of the most important elements of social capital is mutual trust. Findings from the field research
indicate that this element remains extremely frail.
8. A comparison of the collaborative processes of TPK-PNPM and TPK-KFCP, although limited and rudimentary,
does indicate that TPK-KFCP has considerable potential as a social institution that is not only structurally
strong, but that also has good potential for social capital. Mutually trusting relationships have begun
to develop, as expressed by villagers involved in managing tree planting in Phase I. They have noticed
that this group is different to those established in the past, and I believe it would be a shame to let this
capital expire. However, KFCP, as the project manager, will need to continue to work and experiment to
strengthen this social capital.
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